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! 
Former aides 
plead the Fifth 
before House 
WASHINGTON (AP) -Two of President Reagan's recently de- 
parted national security aides-both still active-duty military 
officers - refused to publicly answer questions yesterday from a 
House committee trying to explore the Iranian-Contra arms-and- 
money connection. 
The dramatic invocations of Fifth Amendment rights by Vice 
Adm. John Poindexter and Marine Lt Col. Oliver North brought an 
increasing aura of mystery to the burgeoningforeign policy scandal. 
The twin refusals to testify came as the Reagan administration 
appeared, still, to be at odds with itself over exactly what happened 
and how officials should respond to congressional demands for 
answers. Retired Maj. Gen. Richard Secord, another principal 
figure In the controversy, took the Fifth Amendment before the 
Senate Intelligence Committee. 
In citing their constitutional right against self-incrimination, 
Poindexter, Reagan's former national security adviser, and North, 
fired as a key National Security Council aide, declined in separate, 
nationally broadcast, appearances before the House Foreign Affairs 
Committee to discuss any aspect of U.S. arms sales to Iran or the 
transfer of profits to Nicaraguan Contra rebels. 
"I MUST DECLINE to answer that question at this time because 
of my constitutional rights under the Fifth Amendment," Poin- 
dexter, who resigned Nov. 25, told the committee. 
"On the advice of counsel, I respectfully and regretfully decline to 
answer the question based on my constitutional rights," responded 
North, who worked for Poindexter at the NSC. 
At the White House, President Reagan, in an exchange with news 
reporters during a picture-taking session, said he has caught 
glimpses of the nationally televised House hearings, but also said, 
'If Iwere taking questions, I would remind you that I am the one 
that told you all that we know about what happened." 
In fact, Reagan used his regular Saturday radio broadcast to the 
nation last weekend to acknowledge that elements of bis policy 
D See Refusal, page 5. 
Practice Practice Practice 
Gail Young practices her lessons in the Choral Room al the Moore Musical Arts Center yesterday evening. 
HC> News/Alex Horvath 
Morals basis for investments 
Editor's note: This is the sec- 
ond in a series examining invest- 
ments of the BGSU Foundation 
with companies doing business 
in the Republic of South Africa. 
Tomorrow's story wiil examine 
campus pressures to divest and 
the Implications of divestment 
by Diane Docit 
reporter 
Both those who oppose and 
those who support the Bowling 
Green State University Founda- 
tion's investments in companies 
in South Africa say they do so for 
moral reasons - one side claims 
divestment would hurt black 
South Africans, the other be- 
lieves it would help them. 
The foundation has about 
$780 000 invested in companies 
conducting business in South 
Africa. The foundation's invest- 
ment committee is scheduled to 
meet in January to review the 
policy, first adopted in 1978, 
which allows the foundation to 
Invest in such companies if they 
have signed the Sullivan Prin- 
ciples, guidelines for ethical 
business practices. 
Sandy Neidert, Peace Coali- 
tion co-chair, said the founda- 
tion needs to face the moral 
aspects of its Investments, espe- 
cially the impact of the invest- 
ments on South African blacks. 
"By no means should eco- 
nomic interests take over when 
"We have to look at how we're making 
money. It's being raised by paying black 
workers 10 times less than whites, by 
separating families, by brutalizing 
millions of blacks. We're killing them 
to assist us here." 
- Disreali Hutton, technology graduate student 
BGSU: 
The politics of' 
investment 
human lives are at stake," Nei- 
dert said. 
A member of the Caribbean 
Association agreed. 
"WE HAVE to look at bow 
we're making money," said Dis- 
reali Hutton, technology grad- 
uate student. "It's being raised 
by paying black workers 10 
times less than whites, by sepa- 
rating famiiUn by brutalizing 
millions of blacks. We're killing 
them to assist us here." 
While University President 
Paul Olscamp also said lives 
may be at stake in South Africa, 
he said more people would be 
threatened if companies left the 
country. 
He explained that if compa- 
nies withdrew, the resulting un- 
employment would increase 
South Africa's instability and 
lead to war. 
"I think it's easy for people to 
walk around carrying signs 
without thinking very hard 
about what war is," Olscamp 
said. "The most volatile element 
in the history of man is civil war 
between races. We're talking 
blood flowing in the gutters- 
Saeid Eidgahy, a member of 
the campus chapter of Amnesty 
International, didn't disagree 
that conflict might result from 
divestment. Despite attempts 
for peaceful change, conflict is 
unavoidable in South Afica, he 
said. 
Olscamp and several mem- 
bers of the foundation board of 
directors said they fear that the 
foundation's divestment would 
have other negative effects on 
South Africa - nurting the peo- 
ple they are trying to help. Ashel 
Bryan, board president, said an 
example is an American busi- 
ness leaving a ghetto because of 
riots. The company's exit, he 
said, could only harm the work- 
ers employed by the company. 
BRYAN IS MISSING the point 
behind divestment, argued Mi- 
chael Novafo, a business grad- 
uate student from the African 
nation of Cameroon. 
Novafo pointed out that only a 
very small percentage of blacks 
are employed by foreign compa- 
nies in South Africa. Divestment 
is intended to act as a political 
signal to the country's white-mi- 
nority government, he said, add- 
ing that black leaders in the 
country agree with and are Join- 
ing in the pressure to divest. 
Hutton added that the belief 
that divestment is a bad idea 
D See Divest, page 4. 
University waste 
poses no danger 
by Susan McDonald 
staff reporter 
Although there is limited stor- 
age space available for the Uni- 
versity's hazardous and 
radioactive waste, it does not 
pose any imminent danger for 
students, Dave Heinlen. regis- 
tered sanitarian for University 
Enviromental Services, said 
yesterday. 
The storage facility, located at 
the south end of the Life Science 
building, is a locked cage which 
contains wastes such as acetone, 
chloroform and toluene from the 
biology department, thinners 
and oils from Plant Operations 
and other wastes from the che- 
misty department. 
While the chemisty and bi- 
ology departments and Plant 
Operations are the three major 
contributors to the hazardous 
and radioactive waste, other 
University departments such as 
art, journalism and University 
laboratories also have their 
wastes stored in the facility. 
The facility serves as a hold- 
ing place for the wastes before it 
is picked up and packaged by 
haulers to be disposed of. 
"I think as far as it (waste) is 
an imminent hazard to students. 
I wouldn't call it an accurate 
picture." Heinlen said. 
Daniel Parratt, manager of 
University Enviromental Serv- 
ices, agreed. 
"NOBODY IS going to croak 
or glow in the dark for being 
around it. There is a low level of 
radioactivity," he said. "Quan- 
tity (of the wastes) is not a 
[iroblem. It's just the proper 
acilities that the storage fa- 
cility lacks." 
Both Heinlen and Parratt are 
providing information about the 
storage facility to the Under- 
graduate Student Government 
University Safety Committee 
and are discussing plans for a 
new one with the committee. 
Wayne Colvin, committee 
chairman and director of Greek 
Life, said,•'There's a need to 
handle hazardous waste more 
effectively on campus." 
Parratt said,"We're looking 
into a lot of things. All we know 
is we need to do something." 
Brad Ash, USG representative 
on the committee, said,"The 
committee Is doing its best to 
locate another storage loca- 
tion." 
Heinlen said that a better stor 
□ See Waste, page 3. 
Religious feminists present views 
by Jared O. Wadley 
copy editor 
For one United Christian 
Fellowship minister, being a 
feminist Is rooted in thought, 
language and Justice. 
In "women In Religion: Can I 
Be a Feminist and Still Be Reli- 
gious?" Anne Karcher, lay min- 
ister at St. Thomas More 
University Parish, and Karen 
Thompson presented their views 
on the subject in a discussion 
held last night in the State Room 
of the University Union. 
Thompson said how people 
perceive themselves in the 
world through thought, lan- 
guage and Justice determines 
how they live and who they 
become. 
As a religious f eminist there is 
a sense of belonging and hope, 
She added thatthere are 
mixed feelings. Thompson said 
Christianity is a cultural trap - 
if you don't believe In anything, 
it's hard to avoid religion. 
Thompson said she believed 
this at a young age when she 
went beyond the concept of God 
the Father. After reading a book 
by Paul Tillic, she thought about 
the "question of being."Thomp- 
son said she believed that God 
was everything good. 
Anne   Karcher   (left),   from   St.   Thomas   More   University   Parish, 
■IMIMMI  an  audience on  the  topic of woman   In  religion.   The 
BG News/Rob Upton 
dlacuulon, sponsored by Women for Women, was held In the State 
Room of the (Jnlverslly Union. 
"Many people have the tradi- 
tional perception of God as a 
being who gave Charleton Hes- 
ton (Moses) the Ten Command- 
ments in the television 
production," Thompson said. 
Karcher, on the other hand, 
said as a child she was fas- 
cinated by existence. She said 
she used to say "I am" several 
times to herself alone in her 
room. 
When she was an adult, 
Karcher said she wanted to be- 
come faithful to herself as a 
women and faithful to God. 
There is "something more 
that roots" her life-God. 
according to Karcher. She said 
she has felt a longing, hunger 
and sense of connection with 
God. 
"Advent is my favorite time 
because it consists of expec- 
tency and waiting," Karcher 
said. "This waiting is an active 
thing (because) it's a time to 
make room for God." 
Karcher said she has felt also 
the pain as a woman in religion. 
"Part of this pain comes from 
not being recognized as a person 
who can offer assistance when 
someone needs spiritual help (at 
St. Thomas.)" 
I 
Philippine 
cease-fire 
to begin 
MANILA (AP)-The gov- 
ernment and rebels resolved 
a dispute over weapons yes- 
terday, removing the last 
obstacle to a truce in the 
Communist insurgency that 
has plagued the archipelago 
Spokesmen for President 
Corazon Aquino and the rebel 
National Democratic Front 
said the MWay cease-fire 
would begin at noon todaydl 
pm Tuesday EST) as sched- 
uled. 
Both sides said the 
agreement provides that 
armed guerrillas will not en- 
ter "population centers" and 
soldiers will not confiscate 
rebel weapons during secu- 
rity patrols. 
One of Aquino's first acts 
last February was to free 
political prisoners, as part of 
a "national reconciliation" 
that also involved seeking a 
ceasefire with the reoeuT 
Editorial BG News/December 10, MM 2 
Insurance should be 
the student's choice 
University students, by virtue of attending a 
state educational institution, are required 
to forfeit certain rights - as well as to accept an 
increased level of responsibility. 
Rights are relinquished to help protect the safety 
and welfare of others, while students are required 
to become more responsible for their own actions. 
But the prospect of requiring students to carry 
health insurance, or forcing them to accept a 
University-sponsored policy will neither help pro- 
tect fellow students or necessarily make them 
more responsible. 
The aim of requiring insurance for all students is 
to reduce health care costs across the board. 
Instead, this infringes upon the student's personal 
right to freedom of choice. 
In this respect, we applaud the Graduate Student 
Senate for voting 28-3 against the proposal. A 
resolution supporting mandatory insurance was 
introduced at Monday night's Undergraduate Stu- 
dent Government meeting, but the motion was 
tabled for further consideration. 
We hope USG follows the lead of GSS in voicing 
its opposition. Many undergraduates are protected 
by their parents' health insurance policies until 
they leave school, limiting the number of students 
not protected by health coverage to 10 percent, 
according to University statistics. 
While there is little question about whether 
health insurance is beneficial, it should not be up to 
the University to mandate that students carry it or 
have it forced upon them. 
Perhaps those pushing for mandatory insurance 
should consider the student's right to freedom of 
choice - particularly when the cnoice that will be 
made for them constitutes an added expense. 
The real world of Santa 
by Scott Munn 
The morning's mail was in; 
the Mrs. brought it into his study 
and fondly massaged his shoul- 
ders. "This is the last of it. Any 
other requests will have to waft 
till next tune around. Would you 
like me to help you sort 
through?" 
The old man tugged at his 
flowing white beardTconsidered 
her oner. 
"No," he finally decided. 
"I've been doing this for the past 
thousand years-another 
Christmas won't kill me. But 
thanks, anyway. 
"Is the suit ready, by the 
way?" 
She nodded and quietly left the 
room, making her way to the 
hall closet and reaching for his 
red suit on the top shelf. Once in 
the den, she began to iron, a 
little upset at the brush-off. 
"Hes the one who gets to 
vagabond about the four corners 
of the globe, leaving me at home 
with the elves." 
The elves were boring. She 
sighed, had a fleeting wish that 
she had listened to her mother 
and married that nice young 
chiropractor so long ago. With a 
shake of her head she brushed 
off such foolishness, put a Frank 
Zappa album on the stereo and 
mellowed out. 
Back in the study the old man 
was opening his first letter. It 
was from little Susie, of Clear- 
brook, Michigan, and was writ- 
ten in purple crayon. 
"Dear Santa, it began, "I 
have been a good girl, and I 
would like ..." The old man 
was beginning to feel a migraine 
coming on, and it was only 10:00 
The hero was fired 
by Mike Royko 
President Reagan, in defying 
critics of his secret guns-for- 
Iran policy, says that Lt. Col. 
Oliver North is a "national 
hero." 
I can't argue with that assess- 
ment. It's obvious that Col. 
North, a square-iawed Texan, is 
a man of unusual qualities. 
An Annapolis graduate, he 
was a death-defying Marine offi- 
cer in Vietnam, and a dedicated, 
loyal subordinate to the presi- 
dent on the National Security 
Council. 
It's said that while working in 
the White House, he planned the 
aerial interception of the plane 
carrying the Achille Lauro hi- 
jackers, helped plot the Grenada 
invasion, and performed other 
swashbuckling chores. And, of 
course, he was in charge of the 
day-to-day details of the guns-to- 
Iran switharoo. 
Some of his friends have been 
quoted as saying that he's a 
combination of Rambo, D'Ar- 
tagnan and the Scarlet Pimper- 
nel, which means he could start 
down Mike Ditka. 
But if the president is accu- 
rate in describing Col. North as 
"a national hero," then I must 
ask an obvious question. 
Why did President Reagan 
Ore him? Is that any way to 
treat a national hero? 
Imagine what it must be like 
to come home from work and 
hear your wife say: "How'd it go 
today?" 
"Well, there's good news and 
bad news. The good news is that 
the president says I'm a national 
hero." 
"Why, that's wonderful. The 
children will be so proud." 
"Yeah, but the bad new is he 
also said I'm a fired national 
hero." 
It used to be that when some- 
one was declared a national 
hero, there would be ticker-tape 
parades, the hero would be 
awarded the keys to a city, his 
hometown would name a school 
after him, and Gary Cooper 
would portray him in an inspira- 
tional movie. 
But a movie wouldn't be very 
inspirational if it ended with the 
hero being canned by the presi- 
dent and rushing off to hire a 
defense attorney. 
It doesn't seem fair. North's 
boss, Vice Adm. John Poin- 
dexter was allowed to resign, 
even though he was not even 
described as a local hero, much 
less a natonal hero. The most 
lavish description of Poindexter 
was that he was a skilled yes- 
man. 
Everybody knows that a resig- 
nation looks better on a job 
resume. So what is North to say 
when his Marine career ends 
and he has to go look for other 
work? 
"Well, colonel, it says here 
that you were on the White 
House staff until November 
1986? What were your duties?" 
"Uh, the president said I was 
a national hero." 
"Very good. But why did you 
leave that position?" 
"The president fired me." 
"Uh, we'll let you know if 
anything opens up. 
It's often said that we don't 
have as many heroes as we used 
to. The reason usually given is 
that when somebody becomes a 
hero, the public's insatiable hun- 
ger for every detail of a celeb- 
rity's personal life soon strips 
away the mystique, and the 
heroes become mere mortals. 
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Also, it's hard to remain heroic 
while doing TV pitches for 
crankcase oil or credit cards. 
Presidents occasionally invite 
heroes to the White House to 
give them medals and pose for 
pictures. But after Col. North's 
experience, future heroes might 
be reluctant to accept such hon- 
ors. 
"Hello, this is the White House 
calling. Because of your heroic 
deeds, the president requests 
that you appear with him in the 
Rose Garden next June 12." 
"Oh, please, please, don't 
make me do it. What's he going 
to do? - strip me of my pen- 
sion?" 
The reason being leaked for 
the firing of Col. North is that he 
didn't keep the president in- 
formed of all the details of the 
arms-for-Iran caper. 
But that's ridiculous. Every- 
body knows that Reagan hates 
details, and facts just confuse 
him. That's one of the secrets of 
his popularity. Millions of Amer- 
icans find it reassuring that in a 
confusing, rapidly-changing 
world, we have a president who 
makes everything seem simple 
and not at all confusing. That's 
because he really isn't confused. 
He avoids confusion by not 
knowing what's going on. 
Of course CoL North didn't 
give him all the details. If he 
had, Reagan would probably 
have said: 
"Tell me, colonel, this selling 
of arms to the Iranians - it's not 
the same as selling repeating 
rifles to the Apaches, is it?" 
"No sir, it's not." 
"Good. I was in a movie once, 
where someone secretly sola 
rifles to the Apaches. The set- 
tlers and ranchers got very up- 
set. By the way, we're not 
selling the Iranians any whis- 
key, are we? Firewater used to 
rile up the Indians something 
fierce." 
"No sir, no whiskey. Shall I 
continue with this project?" 
"Sure. Keep going until I say 
the secret word?' 
"What's that, sir?" 
"Cut" 
Royko is a columnist for the 
Chicago Tribune. 
Respond 
The BG News editorial page is 
your campus forum. 
Name, phone number and ad- 
dress or on-campus mailbox 
number must be included in all 
letters to the editor. 
University students writing 
columns must provide class 
rank, major and hometown. 
Editorial Editor 
Hie BG News 
Ml West Hall 
a.m., North Pole time. 
Who hadn't been good? he 
wondered, wearily. Every letter 
he received began with the same 
statement. Momentarily angry, 
he crumpled up the letter and 
threw it into the waste basket. 
"Little Susie of Clearbrook, 
Michigan," he mimicked sav- 
agely, "you're not getting dime- 
one this year, you preschool 
drug addict - aren 't all you little 
monsters cocaine freaks nowa- 
days? You're probably already 
having sex and gluing your haw 
into spikes and if you think I'm 
going to take purple crayon se- 
riously, you've got a nasty sur 
The pain in his head flared up, 
then vanished, leaving him limp 
as a rag doll. He came to his 
senses. 
"What have I just done?" he 
thought, running to the waste- 
basket and retrieving little Su- 
sie's plea and smoothing it back 
out. What's wrong with me?" 
he said, this time aloud. He 
faithfully transferred her wishes 
onto his master list. 
Pulling open a desk drawer, 
he rumaged about till he found a 
bottle, then dry-swallwed two of 
the pills inside to set things 
straight. The last time this had 
been necessary, he remembered 
vaguely, was when Jimmy Car- 
ter had written concerning those 
hostages... 
The   next   letter   was   also 
blessed with a Washington, D.C. 
postmark. The paper inside had 
a Supreme Court letterhead. 
"Dear Santa, 
"Now that I'm Chief there's a 
few things I'd like changed 
around here. Please see at- 
tached list." 
He glanced over the attached 
list. 
"I'm sure you'll get right on it. 
(Let it not be said we Justices 
aren't without a sense of hu- 
mor.) Regards, W.H. Rehn- 
quist." 
How about a nice hockey stick, 
instead? He put the requests on 
his list anyway, aware that the 
elves weren't very good on con- 
stitutional law, but would proba- 
bly come up with something. 
The next envelope was a faded 
pink. He opened it and was im- 
mediately struck by the flowery 
scent of the stationery within. 
"Dear Big Red, 
"For as long as I can remem- 
ber, I've had this recurring fan- 
tasy- " 
He hurriedly stuffed the letter 
back into its envelope and put it 
at the bottom of one of the desk's 
drawers. 
He fairly tore open the next 
letter, hoping its request wasn't 
too complicated; time was run- 
ning rattier short. It was from 
some kid named Johnny, of the 
South Bronx. 
"Dear Santa, 
"About that train set you gave 
me last year. It doesn't work 
anymore. Either get me a new 1 
one or my next letter will con- j 
tain plastique. Get it?" 
He hurried through the re- 
maining letters. The last one | 
brought back his headache. 
"Dear Santa, 
"Please straighten out this 1 
Iran/Nicaragua problem. Also, I 
a dozen more Poindexters and 
Norths to go. Thanks. Sincerely, 
R.R." 
The old man hurried his mas- 
ter list over to the elves, bundled 
up for the long night ahead and 
gave the Mrs. a kiss. 
"I'll see you in the morning." 
"Sure thing, Daddy-O," she 
replied, distracted. 
He gave her a curious look. 
She usually just said "God- 
speed." He decided to worry 
about it later. 
Outside his sleigh was wait- 
ing, the bulging sack already 
loaded on. The night was stark 
and clear, the stars a brilliant 
canopy. 
It was very cold out. 
His breath was a white mist as 
he barked the ancient com- 
mand. "On Dasher, on Blitzen, 
on Tahiti, on Bermuda, on - oh 
never mind, you know who you 
are. Just get going." 
Letters 
Remember those 
fighting apartheid 
As a result of the South Afri- 
can government's television 
blackout, Americans are less 
exposed to the plight of the 
blacks there. Nevertheless, the 
struggle against the oppressive 
governmental policy of apart- 
eid does go on. 
An increasing number of U.S. 
companies have "pulled out" of 
South Africa, ana in doing so 
they have broadcasted the mes- 
sage that the apartheid system 
is intolerable. Also working to- 
ward the collapse of apartheid 
are students on U.S. campuses. 
Through the divestment 
movement and campus protests, 
students have spoken out 
against an immoral and inhu- 
mane system. 
On behalf of the Progressive 
Student Organization, we intend 
to work to keep our campus 
community aware of South Afri- 
ca's racist practices (supported 
by government and cultural his- 
tory). In addition, we intend to 
act in what ways we can to end 
this brutal system. 
As we celebrate during this joyous holiday season, let us 
also remember those who are 
suffering - suffering solely be- 
cause of their race and color of 
their skin - in the last bastion of 
legal dicrimination sanctioned 
by official government policy. 
Let us remember the impris- 
oned Nelson Mandela, ana his 
courageous wife, Winnie. Let us 
remember the incarcerated 
young children and the brave 
anti-apartheid activists. 
BLOOM COUNTY 
We invite you to help the Pro- 
gressive Student Organization to 
work in connection with the na- 
tional and international commu- 
nity to aid those who are 
oppressed in South Africa. 
Sandra Neidert 
OCMBM900 
Is University profiting 
from book sellbacks? 
It's that time of year again - 
when the complaints come roll- 
ing in. These range from the 
stupidity of the proficiency 
exam to the inadequate re- 
imbursement that students re- 
ceive for their books. It just so 
happens that this is exactly what 
my complaint is about - with a 
slight twist. 
Last semester I was all psy- 
ched about getting rid of my 
books. I was already aware of 
the fact that I wasn't even going 
to get half of what I had paid for 
them. (I'm still angry about 
that.) I had gone to the counter 
to sell my chemistry book when 
the man looked up and told me 
that he could only give me $3.00 
for it. 
I gave him a questioning 
stare, and he proceeded to tell 
me that the University was not 
going to use that book again. 
This was exactly what my chem- 
istry teacher had told me. 
In need of money, I took the 
paltry three bucks. I couldn't 
believe I was only getting $3.00 
for that fine piece of scientific 
Correction 
The quote in yesterday's 
BG News "If Bowling Green 
feels the program is that 
good, why don't they offer it 
as part of graduate stipends? 
And if the University can't 
afford to pay stipends, why 
should graduate students?'' 
was made by teaching assis- 
tant Dan Synnestvedt. 
mumfiK-UHUA 
now r t tmu> sir 
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mi. 
Munn, an undecided major from Tiffin, is a columnist for 
The News. 
writing I had purchased for $35.00! 
It's a semester later and to my 
surprise I saw the book I had 
sola for $3.00 on sale for only 
$30.75.1 thought, "Hell, that's a 
deal." 
That isn't quite what I said. 
I was appalled at what I was 
seeing. I didn't start asking 
questions because I didn't want 
to bear their excuses. ("Mainte- 
nance hasn't moved them yet," 
or "It's just so hard to part with 
them.") 
I, as well as many others, 
have been taken advantage of. I 
guess it isn't as if the University 
hasn't taken advantage of any of 
us before. I have calculated it 
out. and the University will 
make more than $14,000 this one 
year on this one book. The Lord, 
and a few others, only know how 
many times this has been done 
before. I think that we students 
deserve an explanation. I had 
planned on compiling my com- 
Blaints in book form, but the 
Diversity would probably want 
it for half-price. 
Alex Borowicz 
339 Bromf ield 
by Berke Breathed 
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Go to class, get an 'Apple' 
English courses to use grant-funded computers 
by Mi/ell Stewart III 
assistant managing editor 
University students enrolled 
in general studies writing 
classes next fall will be able to 
develop their writing skills using 
computers, thanks to a $50,000 
grant from the Ohio Board of 
Regents. 
The funds will be used to pur- 
chase 23 Apple Macintosh com- 
Euters to outfit a writing 
iboratory for students in En- 
glish 110, 111 and 112, according 
to Kathy Hart, director of the 
General Studies Writing Pro- 
gram. 
Hart said a total of 16 sections 
of English 110. Ill and 112 will be 
taught using the lab each semes- 
ter. 
Bruce Edwards, assistant pro- 
fessor of English, said the use of 
computers to teach writing 
should help ease the process of 
learning the basics. 
"Students can learn to draft 
writing assignments much fas- 
ter and easier without being tied 
to pen and paper," he said. 
Hart said students will be ran- 
domly assigned to the sections 
that will use the computer lab. 
She said the computers will 
also enable students to keep up 
"Computers are going to be part of our lives 
from now on, and this is something we really need to 
do." 
-Kathy Hart, director of General Studies Writing 
     Program 
with the current trend toward 
information processing. 
"COMPUTERS ARE going to 
be part of our lives from now on, 
and this is something we really 
need to do," she saia. 
Edwards said the system will 
allow instructors to interact 
with students while they are 
completing written assign- 
ments. 
"There'll be a lot of immedi- 
ate instructor feedback about 
the text that the students are 
writing, as opposed to assigning 
a paper, waiting for them to 
complete their work, and then 
grading it," he said*. 
"This will assist the student in 
what he has to say (in a writing 
assignment) and how to get 
there," Edwards said. "Class- 
room instructors can intervene 
in the writing process as it's 
happening." 
Hart said another advantage 
of using computers is that they 
will also help students gain flexi- 
QUALITY LIVING 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
Large 2 bedroom, furnished 
apt. located at 309 High St. 
Free heat, water, sewer, cable 
Available for 2nd semester 
Holds up to 4 people 
NEWLOVE   RENTALS 
bility as writers. 
"ft encourages people to re- 
vise," she said. "You can 
change things 50 different ways 
(on the screen) and see which 
one is best. On paper, it's slower 
and more unwieldy to change 
things. It will help students see 
they have more choices when 
they write," she said. 
EDWARDS SAID a pilot pro- 
gram in Fall semester 1964 dem- 
onstrated the feasibility of using 
microcomputers as teaching 
tools in writing classes. 
Although the department 
hopes to increase the number of 
students using computers as 
funds become available, Hart 
does not see a future when all 
students will use computers in 
the classroom. 
"We'll probably not get to a 
e>int where everyone will be 
ught on computers," she said, 
"because some students and in- 
structors prefer doing things in 
a more traditional way." 
Photo  Illustration/Dave  Klelmeyer and Bill Taylor 
Waste  
CJ Continued from page 1. 
age facility is needed, whether it 
is an expansion of the present 
one or a new one. No definite 
plans have been made. 
"We would like a facility away 
from the students," he said. 
Parrat said improvement of 
the present facility would in- 
clude more ventilation, auto- 
matic fire suppression including 
heat sensors, and better secu- 
rity. 
HE SAID the lack of room in 
the present facility was because j 
the haulers who pick up the' 
wastes are selective in the types 
of materials they take. 
"Some things are hard to get 
rid of. Not every hauler will pick 
up anything," he said. "Only a 
few people will do it in the coun- 
He said the waste has accumu- 
lated since the disposal sites are 
charging more to accept the 
materials and are not telling 
what kinds of materials they are • 
accepting. 
Heinlen said some hazardous 
material was previously dis- 
posed of through other ways 
such as dissolution, but is now in 
the storage facility with biologi- 
cal wastes. 
"All of a sudden, there is no 
room," he said. 
YMV.'.V. 
Give a hoot. 
Don't pollute. 
wmmsmwwsM>v/»w/»m 
328 S. MAIN 352-5620 
THURSDAY 
DINNER 
SPECIAL M-IMITs* IOIMIS 
BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND 
CAJCIN 
JAMBULAYA 
6.95 104 S. Main 
OFF-CAMPUS STUDENTS 
What are you 
having for 
lunch today? 
seZZfc*' 
2&**i£V*'? 0V 
Many off-campus students have expressed 
a desire to participate in the coupon system while on campus To 
meet these requests, we are offering meal coupon books to you  Enjoy all 
the dining facilities of Bowling Green State University Food Operations. 
How to apply 
Visit the Bursar Office presently located in 
the Administration Building, beginning 
January 12, 1987 
You must pay for the number of books 
requested at that time by cash, check, Visa 
or Mastercard. 
Who may porcrmc this meal plan? 
Any off-campus student enrolled at the 
University for Spring Semester 
What do they coat? 
Cott/Scmtstcr 
SI 10 00(1 book) 
S220.00 (2 books) 
$330.00 (3 books) 
$440.00 (4 books) 
$528.00 (5 books) 
S616.00(6books) 
$704.00 (7 books) 
$792 00 (8 books) 
$880.00 (9 books) 
Saving! V»lo« 
Do I get the discount rate If I buy more 
than 4 books?  
If you purchase more than four books 
between January 12 and 16, the discounts 
will apply on the 5th. 6th, 7th, 8th. or 9th 
books Books purchased after that date will 
not be discounted 
Where do I pick ap the books?  
After paying for your books, the Bursar's 
Office will give you an authorization card 
and signature card which you should take 
to Founders Dining Hall between 4-6pm 
daily to pick up your books Remember to 
take two pieces of identification with you 
also 
2200 
44 00 
66 00 
88 00 
$11000 
$550 00 
$660 00 
$770 00 
$880 00 
$990 00 
1JUO DtUv<Y .SAUZ**^ 
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Deck the halls but heed the rules 
by Maria Kramer 
reporter 
Decorating your dorm room? 
For safety's sake, be sure to 
keep in mind the University's 
list of dos and don'ts of 
Christmas decorating. 
The University regularly is- 
sues a set of guidelines to inform 
students what types of holiday 
decorations are allowed in cam- 
buildings   and   residence 
The decoration-safety 
guidelines are issued annually 
by the Environmental Services 
Department in the interest of 
promoting maximum safety 
during the holiday season, said 
Dan Parratt, manager of Envi- 
ronmental Services. All Univer- 
sity residence, academic and 
service buildings receive the 
regulations. 
Parratt said the limitations 
are loose enough to allow every- 
one the chance to celebrate with- 
out the risk of accidents. He said 
the safety guidelines include re- 
BG News/Rob Upton 
This room in Treadway Hall is an example of a room decorated according to University safety codes. 
strictions, and their exceptions, 
to decorating dorm rooms and 
other University buildings. 
A copy of the guidelines is sent 
to ail residence hall directors, 
and a cooperative effort be- 
tween them and the Environ- 
mental Services staff helps 
enforce these regulations in stu- 
dent rooms, Bill Lanning, direc- 
tor of Residence Management, 
said. 
THE GUIDELINES were first 
developed in the late 70s. 
according to Parratt, because of 
a number of abuses of holiday 
decorating. A few small fires 
and blocked stairs and hallways 
led to their development. 
The newest regulation on the 
list is the banning of live 
Christmas trees in all Univer- 
sity buildings, with the excep- 
tion of unit directors' or hall 
directors' apartments. This was 
enforced by the fire department 
last year because of the risk of 
fire, Parratt said. 
The safety guidelines are also 
concerned with other holiday 
decorating. 
Included in these guidelines 
are the use of non-flammable 
decorations, which must be 
placed in such a way that they 
don't Interfere with stairways or 
exit routes. 
While lights add a colorful 
touch to the holidays, building 
light bulbs are not to be painted, 
according to the guidelines. Dec- 
orative lights used inside the 
building must be "miniature" 
types. Only lighting sets sanc- 
tioned by Underwriters Labo- 
ratories, Inc. or Canadian 
Standards Association (CSA) la- 
bels are to be used. 
"THE RESTRICTIONS were 
decided in the best interests of 
everyone," Walter said. 
According to Lanning, the 
guidelines are for safety only, 
and not for punishment. 
"Most deviations by students 
are not meant to be harmful," 
he said. "They occur because 
students are in the spirit of the 
holiday." 
Pam Walter, hall director for 
Offenhauer East, said the regu- 
lations are definitely necessary. 
"With so many people, it Is 
important to set guidelines and 
still allow students to do a lot of 
decorating that they might miss 
at home,   she said. 
The guidelines are distributed 
in booklet form at the front desk 
and in student lounges In resi- 
dence halls. 
■COUPON" 
Highlight Special 
*28.°° 
Reg. «33." 
Expires 12/31/86 
Utottw Hair Fashions 
We carry Paul Mitchell & Nexus products 
OPEN 8 TO 6 • WALK INS WELCOME 
174 W  Woosler   B G Ph. 352-2611 
SlU Miltons 
WEDNESDAY GEORGIA PEACH TRIO 
THURSDAY La RUSE 
FRIDAY La RUSE 
SATURDAY La RUSE 
SUNDAY JAZZ 
MONDAY MICK PAYNE 
ENTERTAINMENT BEGINS AT 9 p.m. 
5^ daily 104V4 
Happy Hour* S. Main 
Divest  
a Continued from page 1. 
because it would hurt blacks is 
inaccurate because blacks are. 
hurt now. 
i of blacks are being 
killed, children are being im- 
prisoned families are 
rated, millions are w 
the government," be said. "The 
people have been suffering for 
years. How much more can 
these people be hurt?" 
Other opponents of divestment 
assert that companies are more 
likely to influence the situation 
to South Africa by staying in the 
country. 
Dwight Burlingame, vice 
president for University rela- 
tions, said "I've always been 
taught that instead of leaving an 
Institution, you try to change it 
from the inside." 
However, Rob Jones, project- 
director of the American Com-j 
mittee on Africa in New York • 
said   internal  efforts  to  end] 
apartheid have not worked. He i 
argued that even  companies 
that adhere to the Sullivan Pru> 
eiples are providing a tempo- 
rary fix, not a fundamental 
change to affect the underlying 
problem of the apartheid sys- 
tem. 
ANY FUNDAMENTAL 
change has to come from within 
South Africa, Olscamp said. 
"I think it's nice that every 
one's concerned about it over 
here," be said. "But the United 
States of America isn't going to 
get rid of apartheid - South Afri 
cans are." 
The foundation, however, will 
determine its future actions to 
divestment or intenuUpressure 
through the companies in which 
It invests - when the investment 
committee presents its decision 
at the foundation board of direc- 
tors meeting in May. 
i 
MARK'S 
Large 1 Item Pizza 
•4.00 
IN-HOUSE ONLY 
I 
I 
I 
LCall 3524351 for Bowling Green's Quality Pino 
MB ■■ ■■ no»- i2-i*-s4 ■ ■■§ ■■ ■■ ■■ 
COURSE 
PACKETS 
• No Cost To Department 
• Low Cost To Students. 
• Fast Turnaround. 
• Campus Pick-up & Delivery. 
• Copyright Permissions Assistance. 
• Efficient Distribution of Course 
Materials. 
kinkcs 
113 Railroad St. 
354-3977 
Undergraduate Student Government 
Do You Know the 
Difference Between Star Wars 
the Movie and the Strategic 
Defense Initiative, (StarWars), 
the Reality? 
USG is sponsoring the first in a 
series of National Issue Forums 
Thursday December 11th at 7:30 p.m. 
West Hall Auditorium 
Speakers: 
Dr. Raymond Tanter (Supporting SDI) 
Dr. Daniel Axelrod (Opposing SDI) 
Both of the University of Michigan 
Co-sponsored by the Political Science Department 
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Apartment project 
creates concern 
I 
5: 
by Melissa McGlllivray 
staff reporter 
A proposed apartment com- 
plex to be built on land adjacent 
to a little league baseball field 
has caused concern among city 
residents who mistakenly be- 
lieve the apartments will be 
built on the baseball field. 
The proposed 34-unit complex 
would be built on a vacant lot 
behind Buff Apartments, 1470 
and 1490 Clough St. The adjacent 
baseball field has been used by 
the Bowling Green Pee Wee 
League for the last 25 years. 
Second Ward Councilman Da- 
vid Elsass said he has received 
calls from constituents who no- 
ticed that stakes have been 
placed in the ground and are 
concerned about the project and 
possible uses of the land. 
City Attorney Patrick Crowley 
told Elsass and other city coun- 
cil members last week that a 14- 
year-old court decision deter- 
mined that apartments can be 
built on the land even though 
zoning regulations permit only 
single-family houses to be built 
there. 
Crowley said the late Floyd 
Coller, when sitting as Wood 
County Common Pleas Court 
Judge, issued the ruling that 
apartment buildings and park- 
ing facilities could be buut on 
the land. 
CROWLEY SAID the time for 
appeal has passed both for the 
city and neighboring property 
owners. 
Rick Katzenbarger, a plan- 
ning technician for the city plan- 
ning department, said there has 
been some confusion as to where 
the apartments will be built. 
"Apparently   some   people 
"Apparently some 
people have thought it 
would be where the little 
league park is. The actual 
area is zoned north of 
the Pee Wee League 
Field, and south of 
Clough Street." 
- Rick Katzenberger, 
planning technician 
have thought it would be where 
the little league park is," he 
said. "The actual area is zoned 
north of the Pee Wee League 
Field, and south of Clough 
Street." 
Richard Marsh, a Bowling 
Green attorney who owns the 
land jointly with builder Doug 
Valentine, said he does not plan 
to build apartments on his share 
of the land. 
"If (Valentine) would build on 
it, he would have to buy my 
share," Marsh said. "I'm not in 
the rental business." 
Marsh said he is aware that 
Valentine plans to build apart- 
ments on the land. 
"He hired an architect and all 
kinds of things, so he must be 
ready to build on them," he said. 
HOWEVER, MARSH said he 
knows none of the details about 
when or how the apartments will 
be built, but he said the land 
they own is not the baseball field 
and he doesn't know where any- 
one got that information. 
Valentine is in Florida remod- 
eling other apartment com- 
plexes, and was unavailable for 
comment. 
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«i«S& Spring Break 
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R INFORMATION CALL ISLAND 
00-237-2061 
Earn a FREE 
vacation & 
$$money$$ 
va%ile going 
Vschool! 
2% 
-g TQiifVi     < 
PARTY TIME     ALL FLAVORS 
KE 
CREAM 
29 
HAlf 
GALLON 1 
DORITOS    All VARIf TICS 
TORTILLA   lMJ 
CHIPS 
179 
1iS       I 50= OFF 
50< OFF ON ONE GALLON OF DAIRY MART 
FARM FRESH 2% or HOMOGENIZED MILK 
MILK 
2%, 1.19 □ HOMO, *1.39 □ 
GOOD THRU SATURDAY. DECEMBER 20. 1986 
LIMIT ONE GALLON PER CUSTOMER 
At  participating dell store* ^r 
SNOW BALL 
CHICKEN BREAST 
CUSTOM        £0%QQ 
SLICED 
LB. *2! 
WIlSO*CONTINENTAL D€ll    AldflKAN FAVOBfTf       , 
COOKED HAM 
AND WATER PRODUCT 
PREMIUM     CUSTOM SLICED 
SWISS ft LB $2«9 
LB. 
$2'9 
WILSON CONTINENTAL DELI 
ALL MEAT BOLOGNA 
LB. 
$159 
CUSTOM 
■ SLICED 
425 WOOSTER STREET 
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 
Figuritively Speaking 
These miniture figures ore part of a Christmas display currently 
BG News/Rob Upton 
adorning the Onion foyer. The display includes several Christmas 
trees, poinsettias and other decorations. 
Refusal 
n Continued from page l. 
to establish contact with moderate political 
forces in Iran were "flawed" and that 
"mistakes were made." Without directly 
apologizing for the policy that resulted in the 
biggest flap of his nearly 6-year presidency, 
Reagan promised to "set things straight' 
WHILE MEMBERS of Congress turned 
up the heat for answers, two former presi- 
dents offered their views: 
• Richard Nixon described the Iran-Con- 
tra controversy as "a sideshow" and said it 
was time for critics of Reagan to "get off his 
back." Nixon's comments were made dur- 
ing a closed-door meeting with Republican 
governors in Parisappany. N.J. 
• Jimmy Carter said Reagan appears to 
be trying to hide the facts. 
Reagan appears to want the Congress to 
have to dig tor the facts, meaning they will 
come out piecemeal "and that could be 
more damaging," Carter said in an inter- 
view in Atlanta. 
In another development, Rep. Charles 
Wilson, D-Texss, wno strongly supports 
covert U.S. aid to Afghan guerillas said he 
had been assured by CIA Director William 
Casey that the mixing of money for Nicara- 
gua's Contras with Afghan aid was a clerical 
error and did not divert any money intended 
for the Aghans. 
Poindexter and North had previously de- 
clined to answer questions during private 
session of the Senate Intelligence Commit- 
tee, and North later yesterday cited the 
Fifth Amendment during an appearance 
before the House Intelligence Committee, 
said a committee source who declined to be 
named publicly. 
SEN. PATRICK LEAHY, D-Vt., said he 
was frustrated by the repeated refusals by 
Poindexter and North to testify. 
"I wish the White House would stop talk- 
ing about the tremendous cooperation 
they're showing, when the people they used 
throughout this (arms deal) keep coming up 
and taking the Fifth." 
TUBA    TRdMBONE  FREHCHHOBN. 
THE UNIVERSITY BANDS OF BGSU HAVE 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE IN THE UNIVERSITY AND 
CONCERT BANDS FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS 
IF YOU HAVE AN INTEREST IN PARTICIPATING IN ONE OF 
THESE ENSEMBLES CONTACT: 
UNIVERSITY BANDS 
1010 MOORE MUSICAL ARTS 
372-2186 
     PERCUSSION    FLUTE.. CLARINET. 
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MARK'S 
Large 2 Item Pizza 
•5.95 
FREE DELIVERY 
Call 352-3551 for Bowling Green's Quality Pizza 
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ATTENTION 
1986 Toledo Area College Seniors 
Plan to attend 
OPERATION NATIVE 
SON and DAUGHTER 
WHEN: 
WHERE: 
a one-day job fair & seminar 
Monday, December 29, 1986 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Dana Center, Medical College of Ohio 
Toledo, Ohio 
Attend the one day job fair sponsored by the Toledo 
Area Chamber of Commerce. Here is the opportunity 
to meet Toledo area employers and learn job hunting 
skills and interviewing techniques through a lull day 
of programmed events. 
This year's program offers: 
• New Job Fair Format 
• Opportunity to meet with rep- 
resentatives of local employers 
• Representation by government 
and social service agencies 
Career Center 
— Counseling 
— Resume Preparation 
— Job Search Information 
— Interviewing Techniques 
— Panel Discussion 
Eligibility 
You are eligible to participate il you 
are: 
1   Completing a 4-year undergraduate or 
graduate program between December 
1986 and August. 1987 and: 
2. Are a resident of the following coun- 
ties Lenawee and Monroe Counties. 
Michigan; Williams, Fulton. Defiance. 
Henry, Wood, Putnam. Hancock. 
Wyandot, Seneca. Sandusky. Ottawa 
and Lucas Counties, Ohio. 
There will be a number of local employers 
participating in this year s program. You 
are encouraged to bring a sufficient quan- 
tity of your resume to speak with company 
representatives about career oppor- 
tunities. 
No Pre-Registration Form 
OPERATION NATIVE SON AND DAUGHTER     Dana Center 
TOLEDO, OHIO • DECEMBER 29, 1986 Medical College Of Ohio 
Name_ _ Home Phone 
College Address. 
Home Address    . 
.Cily 
.City 
State.. 
. Stale- 
-Z'P 
-Zip 
University- 
Degree Earned or Expected 
Date of Graduation    
MAIL COUPON 
BEFORE 
DECEMBER 16, 
1986 
TOLEDO AREA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
218 HURON STREET  • TOLEDO, OHIO 43604 
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Hall councils present challenge 
by JudiKopp 
reporter 
For students seeking a chal- 
lenge through planning social 
events, residence hall councils 
provide a way to meet people 
and fill empty hours. Quad councils are responsible 
(or the planning of social and 
educational events in the resi- 
dence halls. The councils also 
deal with problems that occur in 
the halls and try to find solutions 
to these problems. 
"We have to plan social, rec- 
reational, educational and com- 
munity service programs for 
each semester," said Darren 
Indyke, assistant to the complex 
coordinator and adviser to 
Founders Hall Council. 
Some of the activities of hall 
councils Include candy-cane 
sales, Christmas caroling at 
area nursing homes, and in-hall 
parties and dances. 
Planning events that are inter- 
esting to the students is a chal 
Students program events 
for dormitory residents 
lenge. Brian Kohler, senior ac- 
counting/MlS major and resi- 
dent adviser in Off enhauer East, 
emphasizes programming for 
the students. I 
"We have to plan according to 
the needs of the students," 
Kohler said. "If we don't, the 
chances of the program suc- 
ceeding are very slim." 
Kohler said programming for 
Offenhauer Towers provides 
special challenges. 
"THE STUDENTS in Offen- 
hauer are older and have seen 
many of the programs before. 
They want to see new programs. 
On the other hand, there seems 
to be more reception to the edu- 
cational programs we provide 
for the residents because of their 
age," Kohler said. 
Keith Walker, senior finance 
major and former resident ad- 
viser, said he feels planning in a 
co-ed residence hall is easier 
than in a single-sex hall. 
"The programs are promoted 
within the dorms which means 
the RAs can get involved in the 
planning and promotion of the 
events." he said. 
Indyke said planning for co-ed 
residence halls is easier, but the 
idea is to plan activities that are 
unique to that hall. 
"I imagine there is more re- 
sponse from the people who live 
in the hall. We have to work 
harder to provide programs that 
are unique to the dorms. If peo- 
ple want a party, they can 
usually find one at a bar, or fra- 
ternity or sorority house," In- 
dyke said. 
Hall councils are run by resi- 
dents of the halls. They are 
advised by an assistant nail di- 
rector and resident advisers. 
Founders Quad Council consists 
of about 49-90 members and has 
an executive board of six stu- 
dents. 
"IDEALLY, I LIKE to have 
two (representatives) from each 
floor, but sometimes the stu- 
dents' schedules don't allow it 
Anyone can Join, and student 
volunteers are always wel- 
come," Indyke said. 
Jere Benic, Junior finance ma- jor, said being on the Offenhauer 
Hall Council has been a great 
experience for him. 
f
'I like making the quality of 
life better for my fellow resi- 
dents of Off enhauer by planning 
the social events," be said. 
Falcon Nest facelift planned 
by Jeny YameUky 
staff reporter 
The University Union remodeling project, 
which has been delayed for more than a 
year, is now expected to be started in the 
spring of 1967. 
The $425,000 project entails interior re- 
painting, reworking the lighting, and the 
replacement of flooring and furniture which 
wul give the Falcon's Nest a new look. Also, 
a part of the project is the addition of an 
atrium to the front of the Union, which will 
give the Falcon's Nest seating tor an addi- 
tional 60 to 90 people. 
The interior layout of the Falcon's Nest 
will remain the same with the three spe- 
cialty shops, grill and cafeteria lines, said 
Union associate director Mike Solt. 
"With the remodeling we want to modern- 
ize it (the Falcon's Nest). We want to make 
it safer, more comfortable, and more conve- 
nient," Solt said, "but the atrium is the big 
part of the project" 
The project has been held up by delays in 
getting approval from the Board of Trustees 
and the State Architect's Office for the 
project and for building funds. Funds were 
approved in January. 
'PRESENTLY WE'RE waiting for the 
final plans to be approved at the state level. 
That approval should come shortly," Ro- 
land Engler, University architect, said. 
"We don't want to disrupt the activities of 
the Union, but the Falcon's Nest will have to 
be closed for a short period of time while we 
do the interior remodeling,'' Engler said. 
In order to reduce the amount of time the 
Falcon's Nest will needed to be closed, the 
atrium that win be built will probably be 
pre-fabricated, he said. 
The University plans to open bids for the 
project next month and to begin contraction 
In the spring. 
Meadowview   Courts 
Apartments 
Housing Openings for Spring Semester 
Furnished efficiency 
$225.00 
Landlord pays gas heat, 
shared electric 
Efficiency 
$200 / mo. 
Landlord pays gas, 
shared electric 
Two bdrm. furnished 
$270.00 
plus gas & electric 
Two bdrm. unfurnished 
$265.00 
plus gas & electric 
All residents have the privilege of using 
The Cherrywood Health Spa located at 
fl* and High St. 
332-1195       214 Napoleon Rd. 
RA Positions Available for 
Fall 1987 
DECEMBER 10TH 
DECEMBER IOTH 
DECEMBER 11TH 
DECEMBER 11TH 
7:00pm. CffENHAUER 
9 00pm PROUT 
7:00pm BATCHELDER 
9:00pm CONKUN 
• «mjCAT10N6 AV«>«U AT TMi »#0*MATlON MSSONS 
INTO OPPORTUNITIES* 
BOOK REFERRAL SERVICE 
ALL FORMS MUST BE 
RETURNED BY 
DECEMBER 12, 1986 
UndtrgrMull* Sludtnl Govtmmtnt a 
FOLD AND MAIL TO: 
* (VIA CAMPUS MAIL) 
405 Student Services 
Bowling Green State University 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
(419)372-8324 
\ 
\&X£3KB£-' 
The BOOK REFERRAL SERVICE  is  a program 
to help students buy and sell books 
excluding the costly middleman.     You 
simply fill out the book description 
and send it through the Campus Mail to 
U.S.G.    We will then compile a master 
list of all books available to all 
students when you return in the Spring. 
BOOK DESCRIPTION 
Department and Course Number_ 
Title  
Author 
Your Name. 
Phone_^_ 
Classifieds 
THE BG NEWS 
Friday, December 12th 
(Last Fall Semester Edition) 
Priced at our regular rates 
65* per lino 
(3 line minimum charge) 
•k Pages highlighted in Red & Green 
at no extra charge it 
ADVERTISING DEADLINE 
TODAY. Wed.. Doc. 10, 4 p.m. 
214 Wost Hall 
All ordmn mutt 0* placed In 
person or Wo douhled moil-in form 
Columnist addresses 
Toledo racial problem 
by Amanda Stein 
reporter 
Some recent racial problems in Toledo are tost another example 
of bow tar we, aa citizens, have to go in bringing racial equality to 
our society, according to an associate editor of The Blade. 
"The racial problem will not Just go away. No matter how many 
marches you make.no matter how many petitions you propose, you 
always seem to have the problem of black and white," said William 
Brower who is also a columnist for The Blade, in an addreei to 
Sigma Delta Chi/The Society of Professional Journalists during its 
tall initiation IMtttajg last night. 
Brower has been associated with The Blade for almost 40 years 
and, in that time, has had the opportunity to travel around the 
country studying racial relations. 
"I have watched what people generally term the black problem.' 
I do not minimise the problem at all. I Just say things could be 
worse," be said. "The problems in Toledo are not as bad as those in 
Detroit or Cleveland." 
BROWER DISCUSSED Monday's trial concerning a white man 
who is accused of harrassing blacks who moved into a "predomi- 
nantly white" neighborhood in Toledo. 
"It's my contention, first of all, that nobody owns a neighborhood. 
Nobody has the right to say, 'Hey, you get off. Apparently, the 
individual heard what his mother said about blacks migrating into 
the area and running down the neighborhood. They had only been 
there two weeks. They couldn't do that much running down In that 
amount of time," Brower said. 
He added that it was fortunate that the only thing that resulted 
from the case was property damage. 
"It could have been a spark that ignited an ugly racial situation," 
he said. 
Blotter 
A bicycle on display in the 
front of PurceU's Bike Shop, 131 
W. Wooster St.. was reported 
stolen to city police at 1:15 p.m. 
Monday. The pink and white 
men's Trek 10-speed mountain 
bike was valued at $500. 
□   □   a 
A Uniden radar detector va- 
lued at f 189 was stolen from a 
car parked at College Station, 
1616 E. Wooster St., Monday 
night between 8:30 p.m. and 9:20 
p.m., police said. The driver's 
side window had been broken in 
order to get at the detector, 
police saidT 
D     D     □ 
A University police officer dis- 
covered a broken passenger 
window in a car parked in Lot 12 
early yesterday morning. The 
owner told police that a graphic 
equalizer, FM radio antenna 
and two cassette tapes were 
missing. 
STUDENT RECREA TION CENTER 
HOLIDAY BREAK HOURS 
December 13-23, 26-31, 1986 
January 2-11, 1987 
Center 
Cooper Pool 
Andrews Pool 
LIFT 
Family 
age 7-17 
under 7 
Noon - 9 p.m. 
Noon - 2 p.m., 5 - 8 p.m. 
1 -8 p.m. 
$3 anytime 
Noon - 9 p.m. 
1 - 8 p.m. (Andrews Pool Only) 
Recreation Center will be doted December 24 and 25. 
ATTENTION 
UAO'ers: 
-- TODAY -- 
DECEMBER 10. 1986 
is official 
VM1HK 
Mil 
HAVE A PROBLEM? 
Has the card gome of 
life dealt you a lousy hand? 
Want someone to blame 
your troubles on? 
When You See 
SUE HERNER, Pres. 
TED SCHULTZ, V.P. 
WENDY CORDER. I.A.C 
JEFF FIX, U.L. 
ERIC PURTEE, A.L.R. 
OM TMM A ma Of roue mmoi 
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Israeli troops wound marchers 
BIR ZEIT, Occupied West 
Bank (AP)-iBraefinkUeni 
shot and wounded two Pales- 
tinian youths yesterday and 
dabbed others who were 
among more than a thousand 
people marching to protest 
the killings of Arab students. 
Four Palestinians have 
been killed and 27 wounded 
since clashes between Pales- 
tinians and Israeli soldiers 
began Thursday in the Is- 
raeli-occupied west Bank of 
the Jordan River and Gaza 
Strip. 
In New York, the U.N. Se- 
curity Council passed a reso- 
lution Monday condemning 
the violence, and yesterday 
Egypt criticiied the "violent 
repressive measures." Egypt 
is the only Arab country mat 
has signed a peace treaty 
with Israel. 
The Israeli Parliament de- 
bated three motions of no 
confidence in the government 
of Prime Minister Yitzhak 
Shamir for its handling of 
unrest in the West Bank and 
Gaza Strip, which Israel cap- 
tured in the 1967 Middle East 
war. The motions came from 
both the political right and 
left and were defeated by the 
coalition government of the 
conservative Likud bloc and 
socialist Labor Party. 
In the Gaza Strip, troops 
shot a 16-year-old protester in 
the head when he tried to 
Cb a soldier's rifle at the 
eij refugee camp, an 
army spokesman said. The 
youth was in serious condition 
at Tel Hashomer hospital out- 
side Tel Aviv, the spokesman 
said. 
PALESTINIANS identified 
the victim as Khaled Shaaba 
Zibada and said he also was 
hit in the chest. 
Another Palestinian teen- 
ager was slightly wounded 
when troops Bred at stone- 
throwing demonstrators in 
the Daheisha refugee camp 
near Bethlehem, 15 miles 
south of Jerusalem, accord- 
ing to the army. 
An army spokesman also 
said soldiers clubbed seven 
people during day-long pro- 
tests in Gaza, the home of the 
two students who were shot to 
death by Immaii troop, at Bir 
Zeit University in the West 
Bank on Thursday. 
Delay sought 
for Davis-Besse 
Reagan urged to act on lake risings 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Fourteen VS. sen- 
ators told President Reagan yesterday that 
rising Great Lakes waters could threaten 
lives and property, and urged him to take 
federal action to deal with the problem. 
"We are deeply concerned about Great 
Lakes water levels, which continue to be 
extremely high, and we want to urge your 
administration to take steps to respond to 
this serious and worsening situation," the 
senators said in a letter authored by Sen. 
Howard Metzenbaum, D-Ohio. 
The senators said water levels on Lake 
Erie, Lake Huron and Lake Michigan are 
higher than at any point in recorded history, 
with the most recent six-month forecast by 
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers project- 
ing that lake levels will continue to rise. 
As the winter storm season ap- 
proaches," the senators said, "there is 
general agreement... that the potential for 
an emergency and extensive flood damage 
is high." 
Last month, the International Joint Com- 
mission, an advisory group consisting of 
U.S. and Canadian officials, concluded that 
the two countries must improve their early 
storm forecasting and warning systems and 
designate lead agencies to coordinate flood- 
control efforts. 
"WE URGE YOU to act on the advice of 
the commission to permit the federal gov- 
ernment to use its full range of resources in 
dealing with the Great Lakes water situa- 
tion," the senators said. 
Those signing the letter included Metzen- 
baum and Sens. John Glenn. D-Ohio, Dave 
Durenberger, R-Minn., William Proxmire, 
D-Wis., Donald Riegle, D-Mich., Carl Levin, 
D-Mich., Daniel Patrick Moynihan, D-N.Y., 
Paul Simon, D-ni., Arlen Specter, R-Pa., 
Rudy Boschwitz, R-Minn., Bob Kasten, R- 
Wls., John Heinz, R-Pa., Alfonse D'Amato, 
R-N.Y., and Alan Dixon, D-IU. 
Psychiatric patient to return to Ohio 
COLUMBUS (AP) - William 
Milligan was released into cus- 
tody of a Franklin County sher- 
iff's deputy yesterday to be 
extradited to Ohio, a spokesman 
at the Dade County Jail in Mi- 
ami, Fla., said. 
Sgt. Henry Rodriguez said 
Milfigan was turned over to De- 
tective Harry Hyatt at 4 p.m. 
Rodriguez said he did not know 
what mode of transportation the 
two would use or when they were 
due to arrive in Columbus, 
where Milligan is to return to a 
psychiatric hospital. 
Milligan, 31, walked away 
from the medium-security Cen- 
tral Ohio Psychiatric Hospital 
here July 4. He had been placed 
in the hospital awaiting trial on 
charges stemming from a No- 
vember 1984 shooting in Athens 
County, but was ordered to re- 
main there after the charges 
were dismissed. No one was 
Injured In the shooting 
He was recaptured Nov. 20 in 
a Key Biscayne, Fla., hotel by 
FBI agents. 
In 1978, Milligan was found 
innocent, by reason of insanity, 
in the rapes of three central Ohio 
women. At the trial, doctors 
testified that Milligan had mul- 
tiple personalities. 
WHILE HE was a fugitive, 
authorities in Bellingham. 
Wash., believe Milligan stayed 
there for a time. They say Milli- 
gan is a suspect in the Oct. 3 
disappearance of Michael Mad- 
den, 33, who Bellingham author- 
ities believe is dead. 
No charges have been filed 
against Milligan in the Washing- 
ton case, and Madden's body has 
not been found. 
The Athens County charge 
stemmed from a shooting at a 
barn on property owned by a 
worker at a mental health fa- 
where Milligan was a pa- 
Prosecutors alleged that Milli- 
gan was driving the truck from 
Which the shots were fired, and 
Milligan was indicted on 
charges of complicity to commit 
vandalism, perjury, Intimidat- 
ing a witness and tampering 
with evidence. 
COLUMBUS (AP) - The Ohio 
attorney general yesterday 
asked a federal appeals court to 
delay the scheduled restart of 
the Davis-Besse nuclear power 
plant in northwest Ohio. 
An emergency motion filed 
with the 6th U.S. Circuit Court of 
Appeals in Cincinnati sought to 
block the restart temporarily 
pending court review of a pre- 
vious NRC order denying the 
state's request to suspend the 
plant's operating license. 
Attorney General Anthony Ce- 
lebrezze Jr., in a motion filed by 
assistant attorneys general Da- 
vid Northrop and Sharon Sigler, 
said the state was not trying to 
prevent permanently the restart 
of Davis-Besse, a nuclear reac- 
tor in Ottawa County about 25 
miles east of Toledo. The plant is 
operated by Toledo Edison Co. 
"The state does, however, 
wish to delay such recommence- 
ment of operations until an ad- 
equate off-site emergency 
evacuation plan is developed 
and implemented for the Davis- 
Besse plant," the motion said. 
"To allow resumption of oper- 
ations in the absence of an ad- 
equate emergency 
preparedness plan risks an 
emergency which would result 
in injuries and loss of life that 
would have been avoided with a 
proper plan," it said. 
THE NRC VOTED Nov. 21 to 
allow the plant, which has been 
shut down since a June 9,1985, 
accident, to be restarted. The 
process was expected to begin 
this week, with the plant reach- 
ing full power by Dec. 21. 
Jan Strasma, public affairs 
officer for the NRC regional 
office in Chicago, said the mo- 
tion had been expected. He said 
officials have not seen the docu- 
ments but would respond in due 
course. 
Toledo Edison had no immedi- 
ate comment pending a review 
of the motion by Its legal staff. 
But Chuck Krueger, a spokes- 
man for the utility, said there 
was a good chance the company 
would respond, although the mo- 
tion was aimed at the NRC. 
"I would assume that would 
have to be in a relatively expedi- 
tious manner," Krueger said. 
Toledo Edison said there is no 
reason the plant should not be 
reactivated. It said there were 
no inadequacies in the evacua- 
tion plan. 
Celebrezze acknowledged that 
a delay would cost the utility 
money. But he said the loss was 
not irreparable and ultimately 
would be recouped by revenues. 
"THE ONLY HARM is delay, 
which, on balance, pales in com- 
parison to the desirability of 
first having a proper emergency 
plan in order to avert a risk of 
tragedy," the motion said. "The 
risk of tragedy is a most compel- 
ling countervailing consider- 
ation to delay." 
It said blocking the restart 
would give the state, Toledo 
Edison and the NRC time to 
develop an adequate evacuation 
plan. 
Celebrezze's office won a simi- 
lar stay Nov. 13 to block the full- 
power operation of the Perry 
nuclear power plant in North 
Perry, 3J miles northeast of 
Cleveland. 
"This matter, as well, in- 
volves the same significant pub- 
lic safety issue considerations. A 
stay is again warranted to pro- 
tect the safety of Ohioans," the 
motion said. 
There was no indication when 
the court might rule on the mo- 
tion. A response from the NRC 
was expected to be filed today. 
On Oct. 24, the state had asked 
the NRC to suspend the Davis- 
Besse operating license until the 
dispute surrounding the emer- 
gency plans was resolved. The 
NRC denied the state's request. 
WEDNES 
DOMINO'S 
PIZZA 
DELIVERS 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING 
HOURS: MONDAY-FRIDAY-8:00-5:00 
SATURDAY, 9:00-5:00 
U*4*4*4*4*4*4  * 
WEDNESDAY 
Only $5.00 for a 
large 16" pizza 
with one item. 
$1.00 for extra items. 
Call us. 
1616 E Wooster 
Phone: 352-1539 
Hours: 
11:00 am - 2am Sun-Wed 
11:00 am - 3am Thur • Sat 
Our drivers carry less 
than $20.00. 
Limited delivery area. 
' 1966 Domino's Pui». Inc 
■ 
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Panel urges sex education 
WASHINGTON (AP) - An American 
teen-ager gives birth to a baby every two 
minutes, part of a pattern of unintended 
pregnancies and births that can best be 
countered with aggressive use of sex educa- 
tion and contraceptives, says a major report 
released yesterday. 
A two-year study of teen-age pregnancy 
and childbearing by an arm of the National 
Academy of Sciences concluded that the 
country needs programs pushing "diligent 
contraceptive use and education to de- 
crease pregnancy and abortion among 
youth. 
An expert panel of the academy's Na- 
tional Research Council said "the highest 
priority" must be given to pregnancy pre- 
vention - including widespread availability 
of birth control pills ana condoms - to re- 
duce the million pregnancies a year that 
result from teen-age sex. 
Dr. Daniel Federman of Harvard Medical 
School, chairman of the panel, told a news 
briefing that the problem of teen-age preg- 
nancy cuts across all economic and ethnic 
groups. But special attention must be paid to 
youths from disadvantaged groups, he said. 
"TEEN PREGNANCIES disproportiona- 
tely occur in poor families ana among 
children who do not do well in school, 
Federman said in an interview. "So we have 
to look at programs that address self-op- 
tions, giving teen-agers the reason and 
motivation to do something with their lives 
and to act responsibly sexually." 
The report said there is little evidence that 
existing efforts to discourage teen-agers 
from engaging in sex are effective and no 
convincing data that the availability of 
contraceptive services encourages early 
sex. 
"The panel believes that the major strat- 
egy for reducing early unintended preg- 
nancy must be the encouragement of 
diligent contraceptive use by all sexually 
active teen-agers," concluded the 337-page 
report. 
The study said about 1 million teen-age 
American girls become pregnant each year, 
with 470,000 giving birth and 400,000 obtain- 
ing abortions. About half the mothers are 
younger than 18 years of age. 
In the United States, the teen-age preg- 
nancy rate is higher than in other industri- 
alized countries, even though the ages of 
starting sex and levels of sexual activity are 
comparable, the panel said. Sex education 
and contraception appear to be responsible 
for the difference, it added. 
Soviet activist dies in prison 
MOSCOW (AP)-Anatoly 
Marchenko, a prominent Soviet 
human rights activist who re- 
cently was pressured by the 
KGB to emigrate to Israel, has 
died in prison at the age of 48, a 
friend said yesterday. 
Marchenko's wife," '.arisa Bo- 
goraz, was informed oi the death 
in a telegram that arrived at 
noon yesterday, said the friend, 
who spoke on condition of ano- 
nymity. Bogoraz an-i the cou- 
ple's 13-year-old son. pavel, left 
last evening for the prison 500 
miles east of Moscow, the friend 
said. 
The telegram did not say how 
Marchenko died or give the date 
of his death, she added. 
The dissident, who spent 20 
years in prison and internal 
exile, was a member of the 
disbanded Helsinki Watch 
Group that tried to monitor So- 
viet compliance with the 1975 
accord on human rights. He also 
wrote the dissident chronicle 
"My Testimony" about his labor 
camp experiences. 
Bogoraz has said she believed 
Marchenko began a hunger 
strike Aug. 4 to protest the au- 
thorities' refusal to allow her to 
visit him. She speculated during 
an interview in November that 
authorities had begun force- 
feeding him. 
IN A LETTER dated Aug. 4 
that made its way to a Western 
human rights group and was 
released in October, Marchenko 
wrote of beatings and repeated 
terms in a cold isolation cell. He 
said his treatment amounted to 
"an assembly line to annihila- 
tion." 
He appealed to delegates at- 
tending a human rights confer- 
ence in Vienna to "demand that 
the U.S.S.R. live up to its obliga 
tion" to the 1975 Helsinki 
agreement guaranteeing free- 
dom to travel, worship and ex- 
press oneself. 
Bogoraz said she was told by a 
KGB officer Nov. 21 that "Mar- 
chenko is feeling wonderful," 
but the International Helsinki 
Federation for Human Rights 
claimed nearly two months ear- 
lier that he was in poor health, 
partially deaf and lame, and 
suffering from a chronic bleed- 
ing ulcer. 
Bogoraz, who last saw her 
husband in April 1984, was sum- 
moned to a KGB secret police 
office last month and told she 
should Apply for permission to 
emigrate to Israel. 
eaanl #■" adSaqe 
BACK  BY  POPULAR 
DEMAND 
THINK CHRISTMAS 
LAST CHANCE TILL SEPTEMBER 
IN THE UNION 
MON TUES WED 
12-15 12-16 12-17 
.•* 
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News Digest 
Rep. Tony Hall supported 
for 5th committee term 
WASHINGTON (AP)- 
House Speaker designate 
Jim Wright, D-Texas, plans 
to nominate Rep. Tony Hall, 
D-Ohio, for another term on 
the House Rules Committee, 
Hall said yesterday. 
The rules committee has jurisdiction over nearly all 
legislation in the House and 
controls the flow of bills to the 
floor. 
It also has jurisdiction over 
the formation of select com- 
mittees. One of the first items 
on its agenda is expected to 
be establishment of a select 
panel to probe secret U.S. 
arms sales to Iran and the 
diversion of profits to the 
Contra rebels in Nicaragua. 
Chinese to buy GE engines 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
Chinese government has indi- 
cated that it plans to buy 
General Electric Co. engines 
to power five new Boeing 
airplanes, a deal valued at 
about $130 million to the com- 
pany, it was announced yes- 
terday. 
According to a GE 
spokeswoman, the Beijing 
Regional Administration of 
the Civil Aviation Adminis- 
tration of China nas signed a 
memo of understanding to 
purchase GE engines for 
three four-engine 747s, and 
two twin-engine 767s, plus 
spare engines. 
She said the engines are 
expected to be manufactured 
at the company's Evendale, 
Ohio, plant, but that it is r.ot 
Xted to result in additio- 
bs at the facility. 
High-rise fire injures 7 
(AP) - An explosion and fire 
struck a 42-story office build- 
ing in downtown Boston yes- 
terday, injuring seven people 
and forcing hundreds of work- 
ers to evacuate the smoky 
skyscraper, police said. 
An unknown number of peo- 
ple were trapped in elevators 
and on upper floors when the 
5:40 p.m. blast in the base- 
ment of One Post Office 
Square knocked out power, 
said police Sgt. Thomas Kel- 
ley. 
Firefighters worked for 
several nours to rescue those 
trapped in the building. The 
blaze, which was confined to 
the basement, was quickly 
extinguished, said Greg Alex- 
ander, the building's property 
manager. 
The fire was triggered by 
the explosion of an electrical 
transformer and spread to 
another transformer. 
=»<^ 
PLAYWRIGHT'S FORUM 
SCENES FROM ORIGINAL NEW PLAYS (PLAYWRITING 443/679) 
FEATURED WRITERS/PLAYS 
JAMES BRIERLY 
KATANA HALL 
MARGARET JONES 
BRIAN C. RUSSO 
JULYETTE ADAMS 
W.T. RANKIN & 
GERALD BUSSE 
IVAN W. FULLER 
Whot Mokes You For Real  (Children's) 
Meridian: 57-59 Grove St.* 
On The Rocks' 
Guilt Trips' 
Conditions' 
Bushvef 
Taking The Long Wnv Home- 
7:00 p.m. 
TONIGHT! Wed., Dec. 10 
Joe E. Brown Theatre 
LET SEASON & STYLES 
ACCESSORIZE 
YOUR HOLIDAY SEASON 
20% OFF 
'Adult Themes & Language 
'1 rt 
GLOVES 
Magic Gloves $350 
Jersey Knit $500 
Angora Blend $500 & up 
Fur Lined $800 
SCARVES 
Knitted Scarves $500 
Fashion Scarves $600 
72" Scarves $700 
Wool Scarves $800 
BERETS 
Knit Berets $600 
Wool Berets $600 
Wool Studded Berets $1100 
EAR MUFFS 
Regular Muffs $1 
Animal Muffs $198 
Jumbo Muffs $2" 
M T W R F S  10-9 
Sunday   12-5 
198 
BANANA CLIPS 
3", 4", 7", 50* & up 
SOCKS 
100% Cotton Socks $250 
Lace Knee Highs $300 
Magic Socks $350 
MAKE-UP 
Kits $2" & up 
Brushes $4" & up 
BELTS   $l"&up 
PURSES   $4"&up 
JEWELRY 
Earrings $250 & up 
Necklaces $400 & up 
Fashion Pins $500 & up 
Seasons 
v
 Styles 
^odf^Hm^e^ 
Vi 
Gift Ideas from 
Student Book Exchange^ 
20% OFF New York Times Best Sellers 
Fine Selection ot Atlases 
Christmas Classical and Jazz tapes $3.997Cassett€ 
Large Selection ot 1987 Calendars tor all tastes 
Prints by Adams, Karsh, Meyerowitz 
We have the Largest Selection ol Imprinted 
Sportswear in Bowling Green 
HAPPY HOLIDAYS 
Student Book Exchange   /-p-^ 
530 E. Wooster f r pfy 
353-7732 I * fl* 
hOUrS:  Mon-Frl 9-5»pm   Sat9-5pm 
Use cash for Christmas Shopping 
Sell your books back at SBX 
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BG*s Kwilas calls it quits 
Falcon goalie cites lack of enthusiasm as reason 
by Man Wlnkdjohn 
sports reporter 
Bowling Green's hockey team 
U down to two goalies now that 
sophomore netminder Dan Kwi- 
las has left the team. 
The Arlington Hts., 111., native 
met wift Jerry York before 
Monday's practice and informed 
the bead coach of his decision. 
York Bald he was caught com- 
pletely unaware. 
"We were quite surprised. 
He's a great, young kid. We're 
going to miss him, that's for 
sure?' York said. "This puts us 
in a bind. A lot of teams only 
carry two goalies, but you al- 
ways worry about someone get- 
ting hurt" 
Kwilas had been alternating 
with freshman Paul Connell as 
BG's number two goalie behind 
AU-American Gary Kruzich. 
Kwilas said his decision cen- 
tered on a lack of enthusiasm. 
"Something was missing; my 
concentration level wasn't 
where it should have been. I just 
wasn't finding hockey reward- 
ing," Kwilas said. "I decided I 
wasn't improving and I wasn't 
helping the team. In practice, I 
wasn't playing to the best of my 
ability and it showed in the 
games. 
"I AM doing pretty well in 
school and I only have two years 
of hockey left. It wasn't going to 
"Something was missing; my con- 
centration level wasn't where it 
should have been. I just wasn't 
finding hockey rewarding." 
Dan Kwilas 
be my living." 
He saw his first action last 
year when Kruzich fractured his 
hand. After losing to Michigan, 
Kwilas gained wins over the 
Wolverines and Ohio State in 
consecutive starts. 
The highlight of Kwilas's 5-3 
freshman season came when he 
made 43 saves in the Central 
Collegiate Hockey Association 
tournament consolation game as 
BG shutout Lake Superior, M. 
Kwilas had a 4.19 goala- 
against-average last year and a 
respectable .875 save percen- 
tage. 
Kwilas' roommate, sopho- 
more defenseman Alan Leggett, 
said he regrets, but respects his 
teammate's decision. 
"As a teammate, you hate to 
see someone leave. But you have 
to do what's best for you," Leg- 
Csaid. "A team this caliber 
to play through something 
like this." 
This year, Kwilas was 1-2 with 
a 4.33 GAA and an .328 save 
percentage. After battling fel- 
low freshman Dave Charbon- 
neau for time as the backup 
most of last year, be emerged as 
the second goalie. This year, 
Kwilas and Connell basically 
dressed for alternating games. 
KWILAS SAID be holds no 
grudges toward the coaching 
staff or the players. 
"Gary's going to be number 
one wherever he goes. I appre- 
ciate that they gave me the 
chance to play here," be said. 
"Hey, they asked me to come to 
school here, but when you've got 
a top-notch goalie and another 
kid coming for your job it's a 
struggle. 
"Paul came in, and the job's 
available. He's worked hard for 
it I think we were pretty even. I 
don't know what would have 
happened if I had stayed next 
year." 
BG will again carry three 
goalies after the first of the 
year. York said Randy Kerans, 
a goalie on the school club 
A PUBLIC SERVICE PBOOBAM 
SPONSORED BY THE 
INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF 
SHOPPING CENTERS KIDS 
J^XEENTIFlCfTrrrJ 
LOFT REGISTRATION 
FOR SPRING SEMESTER 
is TODAY 
WHERE: University Union, 3rd Floor, Fort Room, Open (9-6) 
WHAT TO DO: Register, schedule delivery, and make your payment 
1 Bed Loft 
$25 
$80 
$10 
LOFT RATES 
SPRING SEN. RENT 
PURCHASE 
ASSEMBLY (Opt) 
2 Bed Loft 
sss 
UN 
IN 
FREE LOFT DELIVERY 
Ragittw it tht Union Fort Room, Dm 10,11,12 (9anrtpm) 
or call in lor«miiHn registration form 
LOFT CONSTRUCTION • 352-3*36 (9»m-5pm) 
i 
.; 
Our three-year and 
two-year scholarships won't 
make college easier. 
Just easier to pay for. 
Even if you didn't start college on a scholarship, you 
could finish on one. Army ROTC Scholarships 
pay for full tuition and allowances for educational 
fees and textbooks. Along with up to SI,000 
a vear. Get all the facts. BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 
NOW ACCEPTING SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATIONS 
FROM FRESHMEN AND SOPHOMORES. ALL MAJORS 
MAY APPLY. STOP BY ROOM 151, MEMORIAL HALL 
OR CALL 2-2476 AND ASK TO SPEAK TO 
CAPTAIN WOLF. 
ARMY RESERVE ONCERS'TRAINING CORPS 
hockey team, will join the Fal- 
cons in January. 
"He almost made the team in 
the fall; he was our fourth 
goalie. Randy will be a practice 
goalie so we can run our drills," 
York said. "He's a good student. 
I think we can get by. Who 
knows, maybe hell surprise us 
and get some game time." 
Kerans is a freshman from 
Lakewood St Edward High 
School, outside of Cleveland. 
Kruzich said Kwilas's decision 
should be taken in perspective. 
"I dont know the reasons why 
he left, it's over and done with 
and there's not anything we can 
do about it," be said. "We've got 
a season and a team to go 
about" 
Kwilas said his future is 
uncertain. 
"Coach York and I are going 
to meet next week and talk 
about transferring to another 
school" Kwilas said. "Origi- 
nally, I thought about playing at 
a Division m school, but after 
reconsidering. I decided if I 
cant catch on with a Division I 
school my hockey career is over. 
"I've talked to some close 
friends who know hockey, but I 
haven't made any calls (to 
coaches) yet. Michigan State is 
losing two goalies and Chicago is 
losing one,hut I might like to try 
another league. If things don't 
pan out, 111 just go home and go 
to school." 
Browns looking 
to make amends 
BEREA (AP) - Although 
the Cleveland Browns will 
take an impressive 10-4 re- 
cord and a chance to clinch 
the NFL American Confer- 
ence Central Division crown 
Sunday to Riverfront Sta- 
dium, the visitors know they 
will have to play their best to 
overcome the determined 
Cincinnati Bengals. 
The 9-5 Bengals can even 
their record with Cleveland's 
and take command of the 
divisional race by virtue of 
two wins over the Browns. 
Members of the Browns say 
they want to prove they are 
better than they were last 
Sept 18 during a nationally 
televised Thursday night 
game, when the Bengals 
roared to a 30-13 triumph in 
Cleveland. 
"They're a good football 
team. We're a good football 
team, and well find out who 
is better," a cautious Browns 
Coach Marty Schottenheimer 
said. "We didn't dwell on that 
loss. Obviously, our players 
remember that game. I won't 
have to do any reminding. 
But I'm sure others will." 
THE CLEVELAND defense 
can look back on how Cincin- 
nati's running game de- 
stroyed them for 257 yards. 
The Cleveland offense can 
look back at not finding the 
Cincinnati end zone; the 
Browns' only touchdown 
came on the recovery of a 
blocked punt. 
"Our first game, we didn't 
play well. We realy want to do 
well in this game," Browns 
linebacker Clay Matthews 
said. 
The Browns, 9-2 since los- 
ing to Cincinnati, recognize 
that the Bengals, too, are 
playing well. Cincinnati has 
averaged 430 yards offen- 
sively in their last five 
games. 
"The last time won't hap- 
pen," said another of the 
Cleveland defensive leaders, 
cornerback Hanford Dizon. 
"I mean, we won't get embar- 
rassed. I can't guarantee a 
victory. They're loaded with 
talent. We're going to need 30 
points to win. . 
Once the game starts, the 
issue will be decided by good 
blocking and tackling, said 
Carl Hairston, Cleveland's 
veteran defensive end. 
"They're going to be fired 
up, and we re going to be 
fired up. It's going to be a 
tough, physical game. It's 
going to be a four-quarter 
ballgame," Hairston said. 
□K ^American Heart Association 
EXPERIENCE the fun and 
adventure of... 
SCUBA DIVING 
Training Sponsored by the National Association of Underwater 
Instructors (NAUI) 
• Fee Includes All Supplies, Equipment Usage, and Air Fills 
• Optional Florida Trip For Certification 
S*gi>4Jps Jan. 12-16, 8am-5pm 
SRC Main Offica        Class Time: Jan. 20, April 21 
Tuas. a Thurs, awnings 7-IOpm 
Swimming Skills Raqulred 
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Coach 'Shutt's out rule-breaking past 
Ex-Falcon player now stresses discipline 
by Ron Fritz 
managing editor 
When Byron Shutt played 
hockey for Bowling Green, he 
was nicknamed the "Enforcer." 
The former Falcon left wing, 
from 1974-78, once held a career 
record for most penalties and 
currently owns the mark for 
most penalty minutes. But BG 
co-captain Iain Duncan should 
easily claim that record before 
his playing days are through. 
Now, Shutt is doing an enforc- 
ing of a different kind. 
He is the head hockey coach at 
Rocky River (Ohio) High 
School. Sunday, Shutt led the 
Pirates to an 8-1 whipping of 
Bowling Green High School at 
the Ice Arena. 
"It's funny because I never 
thought about coaching, when I 
was playing," Shutt said. "I just 
took hockey one game at a time 
when I was playing. It's almost 
natural for me to coach." 
SHUTT SAID his experience 
at BG has helped him with 
coaching. 
"I think playing under Ron 
Mason who was a disciplinarian 
had a lot to do with my going into 
illi 
IT1" id**- 
y 
BG News/Dave Kielmeyer 
Former Bowling Green player Byron Shutt now coaches at Rocky River 
High School. 
coaching," Shutt said. "He 
worked us on basics to a tee. I 
think that's what important with 
kids of this age (high school). 
"I think you have to teach 
them a good, solid concept of the 
game." 
Mason, who is now the head 
coach at Michigan State, said it 
kind of surprised him that Shutt 
went into coaching. 
"Well, you never really know. 
It was a bit of a surprise," he 
said. "But Byron understood the 
game well and he was coachable 
himself. More importantly, he 
had charisma. The other players 
respected him." 
As a senior, Shutt was a tri- 
captain for the Falcons. The 
then 6-foot-l, 195-pounder, 
scored 43 points, including 12 
goals, to earn him second-team 
all-Central Collegiate Hockey 
Association honors. 
His junior and senior year, he 
was named the Falcons' most 
valuable player. In 1976-77. 
Shutt shared the award with 
goalie Mike IJut and a year 
utter, he won it outright. 
For his career, Shutt had 50 
goals and 87 assists for 137 
points. 
After leaving BG, he played 
four years of professional 
hockey, for three different mi- 
nor-league clubs. His brother, 
Steve, had a fine career with the 
Montreal Canadiens and Los 
Angeles Kings before retiring 
last year. 
In 1982, Shutt came back to the 
University and earned his de- 
gree in liberal arts. He subse- 
quently opened a landscaping 
business in Bay Village and be- 
came the assistant coach at 
Rocky River three years ago, 
under another former Falcon, 
Tom Alexander. 
Alexander left to pursue other 
interests following last season 
and Shutt was named to replace 
him. 
The Toronto native, hasn't 
been back to BG much since he 
got his degree, but said he tries 
to keep tabs on the Falcons. 
"BG is always a powerhouse," 
Shutt said. "Somehow it doesn't 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON 
GENERAL FEE ALLOCATIONS 
The Advisory Committee on General Fee Allo- 
cations is now distributing the Budget Request 
Forms to those student organizations seeking 
General Fee funds for 1987-88. This form is 
available in room 305, Student Services Building. 
The forms must be completed and returned to 
Room 305 Student Services Building, by Monday, 
February 9,1987. 
Christmas Cards 
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Shutt is shown here in during his playing days at BG. 
seem logical. This is just a small 
school, but they get the best 
players. It starts with coach- 
ing." 
There are advantages to 
coaching, but Shutt does miss at 
least one part of the game. 
"You don't get all your frus- 
trations out from behind the 
bench, like I did when I was on 
the ice." he said. "I mean, you 
can't check anyone from behind 
the bench. But I'm enjoying 
coaching, it's definitely differ- 
ent from playing. 
"I wish my players could be 
exposed to more college or pro 
hockey," Shutt said. "But there 
isn't any in Cleveland. Seeing 
the game played by a college 
team would give them that 
much more desire." 
And you never know, some- 
day, a Byron Shutt-coached 
player may end up in a Falcons' 
uniform. There isn't anything 
that would make the "Enforcer" 
happier. 
Howard's club H 
210 N. Main No Cover 
Loved 
Millions taTftSC 
j.   Band starts at 9:30 p.m. 
Wednesday through Saturday 
December 10-13 
Howard's is a Designated Driver participant 
Student Rec Center offers 
rGift Certificates for 
PROJECT FITWELL 
A Lifelong Gift tor an SRC Member 
Fitness Assessments include: 
Treadmill Test 
Body Comp. Analysis 
Health Risk Appraisal 
Blood Pressure 
Students-$10.00    Pre/Post $15.00 
Faculty/Staff-$20.°°    Pre/Post $30.°° 
Uft-$40.°°    Pre/Post $60.°° 
BtoodUpid Profile $18.°° 
(additional option which indicates cholesterol level 
—For Members Only) 
Fitwell Assessment will only be done 
Jan. 5-9 during break 
For more information call 372-2711 
Flutie 
hot in 
Chicago 
CHICAGO (AP) - Doug Flu- 
tie's No. 2 Chicago Bears' jersey 
has become the hottest-selling 
item in some stores since Wil- 
liam "The Refrigerator" Per- 
ry's No. 72 last season. 
Flutie's performance Sunday, 
in which he had a hand in three 
touchdowns, has triggered a 
buying frenzy. 
"After Sunday's game, it 
seemed like everyone who 
walked into the store wanted a 
Flutie jersey or something re- 
lated to Flutie," said Dawn K. 
Cottini, retail buyer of Bears' 
paraphernalia for Morrie Mages 
Sports store in Chicago. 
Perry, the beefy defensive 
lineman who weighs at least 325 
pounds, was a sports-marketing 
phenomenon last year. But he is 
playing less offense this year 
and his popularity has cooled. 
"I think if (Flutie) continues 
to play well and they give him 
more time, I think you U see it 
snowball," said Robert Tangen, 
regional manager for Merle 
Harmon's Fan Fair, an Illinois 
chain of sports paraphernalia 
stores. 
"A lot of women want Flutie jerseys because he's cute." Cot- 
uni said. "He's a very likeable 
player. He's cute and lie's a good 
football player. There's also the 
controversy over his size." 
Flutie suggests his relatively 
small stature, - 5-foot-9 - may 
help his appeal with some fans. 
'The average fan can identify 
with me and say to himself, 'If 
he can make it, maybe I can 
make it, too,"' the 1984 Heisman 
Trophy winner said Monday. 
The former Boston College 
star caused a stir in Chicago 
when he was signed Oct. 21 by 
the Bears after his U. S. Football 
League suspended operations. 
Critics said Flutie was too 
small to play in the pros, al- 
though he passed for 10,579 
yards from 1981-84 to become 
one of the top five career pass- 
ers in college history. 
And the Super Bowl cham- 
pions already had three quar- 
terbacks. Starter Jim McMahon 
said he didn't think they needed 
a fourth. 
On Sunday, with McMahon out 
for the season with a shoulder 
injury, Flutie threw for his first 
NFL touchdown pass. Replacing 
starter Mike Tomczak for 
nearly two quarters, Flutie ran 
for a TD and handed off for a 
third in the Bears' 48-14 thrash- 
ing of Tampa. 
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Leggett good in class, on ice 
by David O'Krwik 
sports reporter 
Bowling Green defenseman 
Alan Leggett manages to excel 
both on and off the ice. 
The sophomore is a 4.0-point 
honor student in biology who 
also happens to play defense for 
one of the top five college hockey 
teams in the nation. His job is to 
keep good men down, the opposi- 
tion s good offensive men. 
As an athlete, Leggett would 
love to get a chance to play 
hockey at the professional level, 
but counts more on his education 
for his future. 
"I don't know if I'll make the 
necessary improvement to be- 
come an NHL-caliber player, 
but I'll work as hard as I can,' 
Leggett said. "I'll always have 
the education. I've always been 
interested in immunology and 
the treatment and researching 
of different diseases." 
Leggett hopes to use his even- 
tual biology degree to get into 
medical research. 
Graduate hockey assistant 
Wayne Wilson said Leggett is 
somewhat of a perfectionist aca- 
demically and constantly works 
to maintain his freshman grade- 
point 
HEAD COACH Jerry York 
said Leggett is blessed with 
.-.bove-average ability as a stu- 
dent. 
However, the Wainwright, Al- 
berta, native claims his aca- 
demic success is not natural, but 
rather the result of much hard 
work. Leggett said he spends a 
great deal of time in the library 
studying and doing homework. 
Off the ice, the 4.0 in biology 
speaks for itself. On the ice, 
Leggett's 6-1, 203-pound frame 
speaks for forcefully as well. 
Leggett is one of the strongest 
players on the team. York said 
he is contributing more and 
more to the Falcon team efforts. 
Leggett said his confidence is 
higher this year than last. As a 
freshman, he said he had his ups 
and downs. Hard work and expe- 
rience have made him more 
comfortable on the ice. 
As Leggett's confidence has 
increaseaT his coaches' confi- 
dence in him has increased. 
York said he knew Leggett was 
a good player when he was re- 
cruited from Junior A hockey in 
Wainwright,  and he has im- 
proved considerably since. 
"He is probably the most-im- 
proved player on the team. Alan 
Is constantly working hard dur- 
ing and after practice, striving 
to improve his overall perfor- 
mance," York said. "He is a 
well-rounded player who is best 
at taking the man with the man 
with the puck out of the play. He 
has stepped up his entire game 
one step." 
ASSISTANT COACH Buddy 
Powers said Leggett is a de- 
fensive defenseman, a player 
who stays in his zone and con- 
trols the opposing offensive 
players with his size. Powers 
added that Leggett is big enough 
to overmatch most forwards. 
Although he scored 30 goals in 
his second year of Junior A 
hockey, Leggett has yet to score 
a goal at Bowling Green. He had 
five assists last year and owns 
three thus far this season. Leg- 
gett said he is satisfied with his 
status as a defender. 
"I don't have the natural 
stick-handling and skating abil- 
ity of a Paul Ysebaert or Brian 
McKee, so I just try and help the 
team win any way I can." 
Every player has a role and 
.eggett 
Leggett plays his to fine edge. 
Given his improvement after 
only a year at Bowling Green, 
Leggett s work ethic may carry 
him to the NHL. But if it does 
not, that same desire to excel, 
will likely lead him to a success- 
ful career in immunology re- 
search. 
It's tough to keep a good man 
down. 
Reeves defends his Broncos 
DENVER (AP) - Broncos 
Coach Dan Reeves says there 
will be no apologies because his 
team won the AFC West title in 
front of their television sets, 
getting a timely assist from the 
Seattle Seahawks. 
"We didn't back into the ti- 
tle," Reeves insisted yesterday. 
"Anybody who says that is over- 
looking the fact that we've won 
10 games, with a chance to win 
12, against one of the toughest 
schedules in the league. We 
didn't play any pigeons. To 
clinch it, we've had to do a lot of 
things right." 
Denver became the first AFC 
team to clinch a playoff spot 
Monday night when Seattle 
whipped the Los Angeles Raid- 
ers 37-0. The Chicago Bears, 
New York Giants and Washing- 
ton Redskins already have 
clinched NFC berths. 
The Raiders' loss gave the 
division championship to the 
Broncos for the second time in 
three years. Denver, at 10-4, has 
a two-game lead over Seattle, 
Los Angeles and Kansas City 
with two games left, and the 
Broncos have the tiebreaker ad- 
vantage over each team. 
A day earlier, the Broncos had 
blown a chance to win the title 
themselves. With the opportu- 
nity at hand, they bowed to 
Kansas City 37-10. Seattle then 
did the job for them. 
"It would have been nice to 
win it outright, but it doesn't 
hurt to get some help," said 
Reeves. 'That's a little unusual. 
really. Ever since I've been here 
we've never gotten any help 
from other teams. We were 10-6 
my first year and could have 
made the playoffs with some 
help, but we didn't get any. And 
we were 11-6 last year and 
missed out." 
"We'll take it any way we can 
get it," added comerback Mike 
Harden. 
Wide receiver Steve Watson 
felt otherwise. "When you have 
to let somebody else do your 
work, it takes away from it," he 
said. 
But all the Broncos realized 
there is still some essential work 
to be done. 
"These next two games are 
really important," said Reeves. 
"We were beaten badly in Kan- 
sas City, but we have to put that 
behind us. Now we're playing 
for the homefield advantage, 
and that means a lot in the 
playoffs." 
On Saturday, Denver enter- 
tains the Washington Redskins, 
11-3, a team smarting from a 24- 
14 loss to the New York Giants. 
The loss left the Redskins one 
game behind the 12-2 Giants in 
the NFC East, but actually two 
eames behind since they lost 
oth games to New York this 
season. A Washington loss to 
Denver will give the Giants the 
division title that New York 
would win anyway by winning 
one of its last two games. 
Denver's regular-season fi- 
nale will be against Seattle. 
Hypnotist paid 
by Kent State 
N (AP) - A woman who 
makes her living in stress 
therapy received money from 
Kent State University's foot- 
ball scholarship fund to coun- 
sel football players using 
techniques that included hyp- 
nosis. 
The Youngstown Vindica- 
tor reported yesterday that 
the payments made to Marti 
Papp, director of Boardman 
Stress and Research Center 
in the Youngstown area, may 
be improper, since her pay 
came from money designated 
for football scholarships. She 
worked with team members 
for one semester in 1983. 
Judy Devine, Kent's asso- 
ciate athletic director who 
normally handles all grants 
and scholarships for the 
school's athletic teams, told 
the Vindicator a non-student 
should not be eligible for 
scholarship fund money. 
"Money is given to the ath- 
letic department for use by 
athletes. The only exception 
that we make to that is occa- 
sionally, we'll have a student 
manager who is a bona fide 
undergraduate student who is 
taking a full-time load and is 
assisting the coaching staff as 
a manager, and we'll put 
them on a partial scholarship. 
But that is the only excep- 
tion," Ms. Devine told the 
newspaper. 
Mrs. Papp was not a stu- 
dent at Kent State when she 
was approached with the idea 
of working with the team. She 
said she was told to enroll in a 
few classes and that the uni- 
versity would cover her tu- 
ition,   the   newspaper 
reported. She said she was a 
student when paid. 
Paul Amodio, athletic di- 
rector at Kent State, said 
there was extra money left in 
the football scholarship fund 
the year Mrs. Papp was 
hired. He insisted there was 
nothing wrong with using 
scholarship money to pay 
her. 
Mrs. Papp explained that 
she had worked with team 
members, trying to motivate 
them academically. 
"So often, the team mem- 
bers don't do well on academ- 
ics because they spend so 
much time in practices. I 
worked with them on tech- 
niques for how to spend better 
quality time studying," she 
said. 
The newspaper did not say 
how much Mrs. Papp was 
paid, and Amodio refused 
yesterday to disclose the 
amount. 
Mrs. Papp said Tuesday 
she could not say what the 
scholarship was worth. "It 
certainly wasn't very much," 
she said. "It was like I was 
part of the team." 
Jim Marchiony, director of 
media services for the NCAA 
in Mission, Kan., said he 
could not comment about the 
specific report, but said 
schools have latitude in how 
they choose to use their schol- 
arship funds, aside from re- 
strictions on benefits any one 
student may receive. 
"It sounds like a matter for 
the school to be concerned 
about, but not necessarily the 
NCAA," he said. 
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SaVMLAR TO AN ORIENTAL COIN ABOUT 1 
1 -2" ft DIAMETER. HEAD OF JESUS ON ONE 
SIDE. ORIENTAL WRITING. PRAYING 
WOMEN. AND THE WORDS, "FAJTH, CHARI- 
TY, HOPE" ON THE OTHER SIDE PLEASE 
RETURN BAMEDIATELY TO CEUNA CHAT- 
MAN. 372 6884. 418 OUNBAR HALL. 
LOST: Grey key case with 4 keys Please 
return, sentimental value. Reward. Please 
can 372-4000! 
Free Curl Reamers 
Ban* He* Or*/ 
352-5615 
LOFT REGISTRATION 
FOR SPRING SEMESTER 
IS AT THE UNION 
TOOAYM 
STOP IN AT THE FORT ROOM 
on the 3rd floor. 9-6 To regtslsr. 
schedule your dekvery or assembly 
(Jan.   13--161 and make your payment 
LOFT REGISTRATION 
FOR SPRING SEMESTER 
IS AT THE UNION 
TOOAY" 
STOP IN AT THE FORT ROOM 
on the 3rd Floor, 9-6. To register. 
schedule your oekvery or assembly 
(Jan. 13-16} and make your payment 
RIDES 
80 News ma sing for volunteers writers and 
phologjaphara--avary Sunday. 6 p.m.. 210 
Waat Hal. For further Information call 
3722603 
Do you wanna get out of tha ram? 
Attend one of 80 cossgee nationwide through 
NeOonel Student Exchange  Find out more to- 
day. 12:30. 231 Aorrwasksoon 
Fimift* TEACHERS 
ASSOCIATION FOR CHIDHOOO EDUCATION 
MEETBeQ WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER 10TH 
7:00. 306 MOSELEY 
RAFFLE WILL TAKE PLACE AND YEARBOOK 
PICTURES WIX BE TAKEN 
$20 offered for dependable ride to Cleveland 
Airport on Weda „ Dec 17th Must stave BG by 
1 45 Pilots col Carol M 2-1224 
NEED A RIDE BACK TO BOWLING GREEN 
FROM PfTTSBURGH FOR X-MAS BREAK? 
CHARTERED BUS AVAILABLE ONLY (26 
CALL 372-6305 AND ASK FOR LAURA 
SERVICES OFFERED 
tkareeona a Hamming 
akaia  1  drum,  letters   sewn  on. 
must be dean 352-7268 
Tkei Samoa and Marilyn Marino 
Congratulations on your recant 
PI Kappa Phi ewseonhg Wa 
knew • el along (Way to go Cuddles)1 
■Rrwio. Raa. Fixer and Woppy! 
P S Whoa going to be your boat man? 
Merry Chriatmea. iiyambara of E.I G ' (And hap- 
py earns) Our final meeting a) tonkjht at 7:30 
p.m. in 127 Meyee Hel Come prepared with 
Haas tor Spring to enow thai wa are SAFE : 
Students AeBve For the Environment!  
HOusEsrmNG 
FOR CHRISTMAS BREAK 
DENNIS. 2-3337 
Need a great gift for graduation? OnsduMton 
Owls on sew m the Education Btog at the Ptv 
i Lambda coffee and doughnut table M-F. 
t:30-noon. Stop by aoonl  
Pregnant? Conoeme? Free pregnancy teat. ot> 
JaoaVe ritormeeon By eppolntmant or wssVki 
Cat now 3S4-HOPE. 
PERSONALS 
Lkakagnduato 
»2 00   It   Urvy 
P»a» 
On east for 
from   9-3,   Wed 
-AXO- 
Ihllly The drive up, Knights Inn, 
Vodka and OF |ulce. Dinner, Dancing. 
Partying, and Laughing all made Saturday 
night a blast. Thanks tor a great lime, love 
Kurt 
19 SCOTT FROST 19 
Sorry this couldn't get In tor your birthday, but I 
hope you had tun' Thenk God one ol ue la finely 
19!! I LOVE YOUI! 
19 Karen 19 
A spares thanks to tha brothers of Pta Gamma 
Delta tor making Bus tha BEST Chnstmee aver! 
You guys am BiiaamatnetH. though! 
I love ye al 
Carolyn 
Alpha 55 Welcome our new ptadgaal CoT 
grssjsatons ladM get peyened lor Ptodgeehc 
» January!  
ANN CONTtOOQLIA 
Hay beauty queen wtwfs happening...I don't 
know, rm tat NOT that type Leta hear II lor 
ektmg In rw nude, hueky voces, snd above el. 
tat waeertad thai you sal owe me! Leva. 
BOSU BOXER SHORTS WILL BE AVAILABLE 
AT THE B A BUILDING THIS WEEK STOP BY 
BETWEEN CLASSES CASH OR CHECKS AC- 
CEPTED  
BOSU BOXERSI YOUR X MAS GIFT THIS 
YEAR STARTING THURSDAY AT THE BA 
BUILDING! LIMITED SUPPLY SPONSORED 
BY THE SELLING AND SALES MANAGEMENT 
CLUB  
CHRISTIANS CHRISTIANS CHRISTIANS 
There are many other students on campus who 
snare In your love tor Jesus Chnst and faith 
God's word Pteeae don t go without letowshlp 
wondering how to meet them The Fellowship of 
Christian Students (FCSI is a non- 
denomsiatlonal campus outreach dedicated to 
Chrtansn growth. Wa meat TONNHT. 7:00 
p.m . Alumni Room. Student Union Please lee! 
welcome. 
Concerned sbout finest? 
Do you need a study break? 
Take RSA'a Hoaday 
CruBe at the Dry Dock 
Saturday. December 13th 
CONGRATULATIONS TO 
BRUCE SMITH 
KAPPA SIGMA BROTHER OF THE WEEK 
DAN STOOOARD. 
I'm watching you1 
Love, your secret admirer 
Dee Rathbum, June Slreb, Nancy Wlshmeyer 
Congratulations on being mhaled rto Pta Up- 
seon Ormcron Home Economics Honorary! Your 
Kappa Setters are aooo proud of you1 
DO YOU KNOW WHAT YOU WANT FOR 
CHRUTMAS? 
Ski Blue Mountain wflh Ski Club Fab. 6-8. 
vamber end neve the time of yout 
) tonlght-7:10, 070 Overman. 
PRESIDENT   FRANK   J 
MEMBER    OF    WHAT 
NegWaeson w» be open und 1 p m on Dec 10 
and Jen  14 ki me Lenhert Grand Bearoom 
ftej RACOUfTBAU. CUM WOULD LKE TO 
THANK ITS PARTCaPATteG MEMBERS FOR A 
SUCCESSFUL SEMESTER WE WILL HAVE 
MEMBERSHIP OPENINGS FOR NEXT 
SEMESTER NO MEETMO TONIGHT. BUI 
WELCOME TO PLAY   HAVE A GREAT BREAK 
EXAM SPECIAL 19 OS PER MGHT 
BEST WESTERN FALCON PLAZA HOTEL 
Sejdy and resu In the privacy of 
your own room. Dec  7-11 1 Dec   14 18 
Earty ck-kn 1 awe ck-out OonMnM 
brsekteel t tree coffee Reev 362 
4671  Ck-ti students muat show vaad 
1.0. IssnMudanM not eegtbta 
ATTENTION SK«R8: 
Its net tea less tt katn Ski CtuM Yew don'l 
have le ke s greet skier, yew kvst have la 
knew haw la have tunl Few isitimm seen 
tor Jackeen Hoes Jen. 1-11, and MM Meun- 
Wls. ■ 7.K ML. 070 Overmen  Ski ya "**" 
FORMER  BOSU 
PROUT   WAS   A 
FRATERNITY? 
A. KAPPA SIGMA 
B SIGMA ALPHA EPS1LON 
C PHI DELTA THETA 
0. PHI KAPPA PSI 
ANSWER: PH DELTA THETA 
HAPPEMN AT 501 PIKE 
Fort Myers. Fit akttw tkxot departs Toledo' 
Dec   18   Returns Toledo. Dae. 20   352 2691 
after 6 352-8317 anytime 
FREE l>UHNYt AN OEAL X-MAS PRESENT 
WIL ONLY OWE AWAY TO A RESP0NSa3LE 
PERSON-NEEDS   0000   HOME'   CALL 
LAURC OR VAL AT 363-2347  
Free to Good Home! 
2 adorable male klttene need e home! Appro* 3 
mo cad. Rter-trained and vary pteytul One gray 
and wtwe Bgar. one chsreoel gray Cal Karen 
362-9600 after 1 p.m or Plat 267-3116 after 
8 pm.  
GROOVY RECORDS 
426 E   WOOSTER (BEHNO DAIRY MART) 
MON-SAT 11-8 
li«aa»vt1»TsBXrt«lA*Da«wbwi 
Ttwt wM be a aeeht NOT to ramemtlrl (AMI 
ye. lr»eu«M yeu were eeMe to ae drmk-g 
HEY SKI BUMSII 
Mandatory meeting for all. new and old. Final 
payment! tor trip due tonight. All Ski Club 
members receive 20% discount on ski ran- 
lala snd 15S oft on everything winter at 
Mountain Man Ski Snoppe. Meeting tonight, 
7:10 p-m., 070 Overmen  
HEY SKI BUMS! 
Mandatory meeting for all!! Final payments 
and raffle money due tonight tan moating 
baton Jackson Hols' AH Ski Club membera 
receive 20% discount on ski rentals and 1 S% 
oft an everything winter at Mountain Man Ski 
Snoppe of Meumee. Meeting tonight-' 30. 
070 Overman. 
Intramurala Forfeit leee must be picked up by 
Dae 12 Office is open Horn 1:30-5 00pm . 
108 Rac Canter   Bring your receipt 
JUNA 
I'VE BEEN TRYING TO LOCATE YOU SINCE 
WE SWAM TOGETHER AT THE PORTAGE 
BLOWOUT LEAVE MESSAGE AT 353-6913- 
BOB  
KAPPA SIGMA 
117 YEARS OF EXCELLENCEI 
A.E.KD.B. 
KAREN WESTON 
THANKYOUSOVERYMUCHI 
IHAOAOREATIII"ITtME 
AT THE DEE GEE HOLIDAY 
DATE PARTY.   ONC-F AGAIN- 
TrlANKYOUSOVERVMUCHI 
DAMEL WADE 
Kurt Johnson 
Thanks for an escsaant time Friday" lANd wa 
didn't get caught for "Open Container1 I 
Love. Dabble 
P S They lay bear at supposed lo be good for 
your nek. not vodka1 
LOOKrNO FOR THE PERFECT CHRISTMAS 
PRESENT? Ski Jacfceon Hole Jan. 1-11 wilt. 
Ski Club. Become a member end have tha 
time ol your lite! Meeting tonlght-7 30. 070 
Party with RSA 
Saturday at the 
DRY DOCK 
PLEASE HELP MEI! 
university student seeking e garage in which to 
store las car over the Winter months wa pay 
cashi Please contact Jeff Davis at 372-6338 
R A s are special people 
Join our ranks today 
ROBTOPOLESKI 
On Dec  4th we made a bat. 
One I know you'l never lorgel 
You thought you would try to change 
my posit ol view 
But al we OM waa lump eJ 
over you 
We had tun. so don't delay. 
In coming back another day 
Your Value Minded gals 
RSAS 
HOLIDAY CRUISE 
DRY DOCK 
SATURDAY 
HOLIDAY CRUISE 
DRY DOCK 
SATUROAY 
RSA s Hoaday Cruise 
at the 
DRY DOCK 
Dec  13. 1986 
TekeRSA's 
Hosoay Cnaaa 
to tha DRY DOCK 
December 13, 1988 
LOOPY. 
hour drunken bass 
Wedktmea 
Our first date 
I bet it was greet 
Too bad we can't remember 
Thst Saturday m December 
Do you want to try again? 
ME 
neat's KONN.NO OUTI 
Today ■ the leal day 
10 Win TRIUMPH-BAD COMPANY 
tickets Listen lo AM too WFAL 
or cal 172-2411 tor more <ilo 
MARYROSE EVANS 
Wa love you and wtl mats you van/ much' Keep 
dencng on those tablee -look out QE . here 
she comae' 
Love Hector. Leas, and Cindy 
Mr t Mrs Cetua Suit and Ell Sun Rental. Jeane 
N Thmga, 531 RMge  
Open Doom Key Into ClcoortunMea 
Apply lor an R A   »b today 
OVER THE HILLS ANO THROUOM 
THE WOOOB TO BNOWBOUNO WE WILL 00! 
PAMMONASTRA 
I hope I can rehjm the lever 
To I TV A r 
Happy Hours al Rocky Rooooo 
There.. Dae 11 from S to 9 p.m. 
Food and fun tor everyone 
lo our AWESOME FLU dates Make and Pact. 
Thanks tor a greet time Friday rwjht' You guys 
are A LOT of fun' Hope wa can do It agex 
SOONI Love  your FAVORITE DO'a CeUe snd 
Wendy 
PS WekygwsyoutorSasjrdayn^,,«,^ 
Typing and Word Pioceeeng Sarvtoaa and 
Reeumea Theelasndrtmitolluns AtoZOMa- 
acroao kom Unrnens 352-5042 
Typng-Tranacrtpaons Ta» Prep firs, egy 
ntatnnatili Rene Many Typaatyata 10* 
OFF with ad Cat 686-2268 ?deya per week 
anyone 
Leva. The Qeng 
Love ye. 
Anna Jo 
WANTED   Sudanis lo serve as RA. 
lor the 1987 88 school year 
*0PV today 
Continued on Page 12. 
Classifieds 
Fwnto roomnafa naedtd for Spring S*m*tt*x 
OOM to camput and Inexpanarya CalOaObta. 
363-3024 
Famate roommate to auMeaaB apartmant Spring 
Samaalar~V4 Manor-acroaa from Kohl Hal. 
Pleaae cal J53-fl«05 
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR SPRING 
TERM. HAVE YOUR OWN ROOM) CAU. 
ANYTIME 363-3414 
Near) female to eubtoaae apartment for Spring 
Mtor Ctoee to camput Ptaaaa cal 
354 0028. Si20 par month •ncludea heat 
Need one peraon to aublaaaa nice. clean apart- 
mant tor Spring with 3 mala roonwnatee 4tn and 
rtgh Street »eoo negonebte eemealer CM 
353-8805 
Needed A mete to MMMM my elrerawM lor 
3praig Senreeler Cea-352 2341 and eek lor 
Tan 
Continued from Page 11. 
WANTED 
I   tvrata nMM to lut atM 
IM to csmpus' 362 0844 
No 
1 IOTM roomww tor Spring twee »■»« 
only 1 txock from campus S 1 50 ■ month Cal 
353-0205 ■» tor Umaa 
1   *ia to  tublaeaa apartment lor Spring 
Cat Juee 363-4012 liter 10 p.m. 
remote to Ml apartment lor Spring 
flawaaaM Cozy apartment, ctoee to campua 
Vary tag and lota ol room 363-1489 
1 mala etuoent lo 
Apt Spring '87 
353-2045 
Unhamty Wage 
For data* cal 
2 lun female roomlee Spring Semester 
Poolelde   aparlmant    Cheap   rani     Call 
353-0228 
spacto 
natiakal apt $112.50-month mcMoe all 
vWttaa. Cloaa lo both campua and km Can 
UMI07. 
A race, frtandry. run loving lemale roorraa need- 
ad tor Spring Samaalar. Cloaa lo campua. oh of 
Troup St Cal 353-4800. Dabble. Sely or 
Mad 
Can we tak? Desperately aeekjng a fun-loving, 
female room* Cal 353-4800. Debbie. Saty. 
or Meet Ctoee to campua. 
Deeperetefy seeking 2 females lo aubleaae ntoa 
2 bedroom apartmant across from Harshman 
Quad Al utaWee mdudad. except electric Cat 
Xrxnedaxefy! 363-2348 
FEMALE NEEDED FOB SPRING SEMESTER 
APARTMENT ON 4TH STREET RENT-$620 
A SEMESTER WILL TAKE $400 New Carpal 
and furniture Must see' CAU DtANN AT 
352-0783 
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED IMMEDIATELY 
FOR LARGE APARTMENT ON CLOUOH 
SPRING SEMESTER-CALL CATHY 354-8800 
Female roommate needed lor specious one- 
bedroom apartmant $125 per month and 
unities 352-2197 
LOFT NEEDED 
Wll negobale pnee 
Cal Bethany or Tracy al 372-5750 
L0FT8 WANTEO 
al ua your lofts Cal 2-1889 
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY 
1 FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE 
APT WITH 3 CALL 354-0328 
Non-amoKtng male roommate for Spring and-or 
Summer Own room. $157 par mo tease.. 4th 
St. 352-2788, evenings. 
One rton-amotung roommate naeded to eubtet 
Haven House apartment with three manse Spr- 
ing Semester, cal 363-1373 
One roeainieli needed Spring Samaalar. 
Cam sa oaeepee, ntoa apeiuiienl (Haven 
Houael Can 152-8914 
Roommate deeper alary needed to mleneaii 3 
bedroom house on South Summit, many extras 
If ntereeled. contact Dave at 354-1792 or 
3632240 
Want to are with 3 fun fematee who are easy to 
gel along with? Than we've got the answer tor 
you Cal 363-4800. Debbie  Sely or Maci  2 
btocke from campus 
WANTED: MALE TO SUBLEASE APT FOR 
SPRING SEMESTER ONLY $500 RENT FOR 
ENTHE SEMESTER MORE INFO 353-1880 
WANTED: Mala to sublease apt tor Spring 
gammer Only $500 for rani lor entire 
eemeeler More Information, eel 353 1862 
Wanted. Roommata needed lor Spring 
Semester Near campua. $100 per month and 
Cal 352-8815 
WE NEED A FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE 
OUR HOUSE BEHsND MARK'S FOR SPRWG 
SEMESTER   PLEASE CALL 354-0922 FOR 
INFORMATION 
HELP WANTED 
Help Wanted 
Competent, efficient typ*t needed. 
Must be a self moOvsted rWMdueJ 
requxlng Ma supervtelon 70 words 
par minute requxed memory writer 
experience referred Apply at KINKO'S 
COPES. 113ReJroadSt 
Campua Representative  Wanted 
students who know the* way around 
campua to be Kavko's repreeentattvea 
Ftexfcxe part bme schedule 
Musi be outgoing with an 
aptitude lor sales 
Apply at 113 Rels-oed St 
Help Warned 
Kay Operakx-Coaiterpereon 
Bright, aaa-asarssra warned tor tul 
and part-orrta temporary heej from 
January 2ri*-jeriueiy 31et. May 
develop Into permanent rvoelbon 
Appl, before Dec   12 at KJNKOS COPIES, 
113- " 
ntaaV to pro- 
mote Spring Greek lour lo Florida Earn money 
i navel, and uua—iitrlU rnarkeong en 
perienu* Cal tosw<*npua Programe al 
1-800-433-7747 tof i 
DO rOU WANT TO M FAMOUS starling naxl 
aaasaaaar? we sing and wa need a band- 
nielm nxk. Top 40. and dance rnuaki prefer 
lad. Heeje pal LB and Renee al 372-4374 
Make lundrede weekly maang orcuere' No 
ourjexe' Unasi Rush aeH adnnsairl aeamped 
envelops AM-MAfl 268 Robertson Dopt P4. 
ej^pny rexa.CA 90211 
Ujun.mHi' -"■-■-■——■---"■•  
t, say Penyeburg homo. 130-6:00 p.m. 3 
„»>, . «aa> ChJdrena egae 7. 8. » • 1. 
•74-1197  
Setae ere up' Delivery drivers needed Apply at 
BO Little Ceeeer'a $3 60 1 DawaTiMaaa. Must 
be IB yeara of age and must have car and m- 
Seekmg Mate Appacenta 
who are woang lo permit Medical 
Students to pertorm a genM exarravjoor. on 
flam Wl pay 826 per unlor  Cal Medical 
Coeege of OMo el 381-4909  
Summer Employment A» alarm- uterwewi lor 
4-« Camp Staff poelBOna are December 22 n 
*■ hta Maguarda. recreation 
craft hair and naturae.! from June 
13-Juty31 al 4-H Camp Palmer. Feyette. OH 
Contact Jeyne Roth at 3528531 Exl 2231 
FOR SALE 
NATURAL BEAUTY PREPARATIONS 
YOU CAN MAKE. 
AMA2JNQ RESULTS FULL DIRECTIONS 
ONLY $2 ANNUM PUBLICATIONS 
29648F WISTARIA. 
CANYON COUNTRY. CA 91351 
1973Chevy Nova Runs great, body good, ex 
ceeenl winter Heneportation $460 cal Pal 
353-2706  
1974 VW Mia euper beebs. atandard. AC 
vary good cond . 73.000 mass. $1600. Cal 
435-7889 8 am- 9 pm  
1977 Olds Omega Good condition and runs 
we* $400 or beat offer Cal 354-5208 
1977 VW sever beetle standard very good en 
ndrbon. 1st owner. 60 000 mass. $2000 Cal 
436-7889 from 8 em 9 pm 
1978 Dataun 510 wagon One owner Wei 
inaWatnad $475 or baal offer 362-1963 
61 key Casio electronic keyboard 
6 hand crochet ripple alghana. 45 x 80. Come 
see at 508 S Grove  
Avsntl Refrigerator It n It capacity L*a 
new-must aai thai weak $76 00 or bast offer 
Cat 3725770 
Bar Ighta lor sale 
354 1813 
Canon AE-1 wtlh flash and detabeck attachment 
(never used ) 60 mm lens Great shapal $100. 
372-2808. Mon -Frt . 8 am -6 pm 
Dorm-auad refrigerator, bedroom furniture, 
much more Cal 354-1852 
FOR SALE-1976 TRIUMPH SPITFIRE 
Ban) with black top and Week interior   Stored 
■al 2 wmtarai MUST SELL--H kitoraatod. cat 
352-4248 attar 4.00 p.m Ask lor Andrew 
FOR SALE Scon Ski boots sue 7-8 men s grey 
and Mack, with extra upper shef Excaaent 
beginner boot, nauonetaa. Sana 2-8210. 
Single Bad wtlh Headboard. Reclner Chelr. 
Bedroom Dreeeer. Desk $10 each. AI4- orwy 
$35 Cal Joe 352-8607 
FOR RENT 
1 female roommate needed to sublease lor Spr- 
ing Semester Cat 354-1654 for detaas 
1 female to sublease 4 person apartment Spr- 
ing Semester Behind Dexter s. 3523027 
1 or 2 people to aubleaie apt on Elm SI Closs 
to campua. Cal now, avertable immediately 
352-2357 or 364-0922-you pay etocMc only 
2 bedroom, 2 peraon apt a stable next asm 
Cloaa lo campua $150-pereon- utl Bonus H 
say before Xmes Cal 353-2445  
3 December Graduating Seniors ere desoerste 
to SUBLEASE lor Spring semester a baauttf J 
spacious 2 bedroom turnMhed apartment Fiaa 
nas. heel and water Pises a cal NOW 
353-3317 
Apartment   to 
354-3533 or 354-1852 
Cal 
APT FOP. RENT SPPJNO SEMESTER 
Furrxehed 2 bedroom, 2 bath. Vary clean, new 
lumiture and carpet FREE WATER, FREE 
CABLE. FREE HEAT1 ONE MONTH'S RENT 
FREE If confirmed by Saturday, Dae 13 Cal 
353-0733 altar 5 p.m. weekdays or anyone 
weekends. 
FEMALE NEEDED TO SUBLEASE APT. FOR 
aPfUNQ SEMESTER. FOR MORE INFORM* 
TIOW CAU MARYROSE AT MH07I 
FOR RENT OESPERATEI SPACIOUS 2 
BEDROOM FURNISHED APT WITH BALCONY 
AVAILABLE FOR SUBLEASE SPRING 
SEMESTER MAY RENT PAID FREE HEALTH 
SPA PRIVILEGES CALL 353-1588 
FOR SUBLEASE SPRING 87 FURNISHED 2 
BEDROOM-2 BATHROOM APARTMENT 
$3704rK>NTH t UTIL 841 8TH ST.. NC 7- 
CALL 352 9302 
FUN. NORMAL gins looking tor one of the asms 
tor 87 Spring Semester Close to campua. Cal 
Deb 353-9708 
HOUDAY SHOPPING? 
"urjlieu or mat browse at RE Management 
Company. 605 Clough, B16 The ekaje era 
busy there! 352-9302 
Houses and apartments ctoee lo campus for 
Summer Semeeler 1987 end 1987-88 school 
year. 1-267-3341 
LOOK OUTI Subteoee tor two people M 147 
South Coaage Only one block from campua 
and the depoelt at paid tor more information 
cal 372-3878 
Male roommate needed for Spring Semeeler 
New apartmant on S Coeege--$150 per month 
1 1-2 ttactic Cal PM or Mark 362-3769 
Need female lo share house Need male to 
share eparanant Four month lease tor 2nd 
semeeler   Cal 352-7386 
Naeded: 1 female roommate tor apring 
eamielar Ctoee to campus May rent paid Uln- 
lereeted eel 353-0131 
Newly remodeled house lor rent avaaable aa 
oondaamaalat Cal363-1731 eBerBOOpm 
NOW IKNTMO FOR 17-M SCHOOL YEAR 
PUW—KO 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
LOCATED CLOSE TO CAMPUS. INCLUDES: 
CABLE TV. AM COatOrnOMNO, LAUNDRY 
AND STORAQE FACILITIES AND PAMUNOL 
RENT II MM PER FERSOfl PER aEMMTEA 
(EXCLIJOtNO ELECTRIC t QAt| WITH 4 PEO- 
PIE M THE APARTMENT. CALL TIM AT BUFF 
APARTlsfMTS AFTER t P.M., $11-7182. 
One badroom afFolancy. Nonernoklng male 
$190 tJOtae Cal 352-9209 or 372-7743, 
aektor Anaa 
One person needed tor a two peraon apart 
mant. Inexpensive, doaa to campus no eecun 
ly depoelt needed For Spring Semeeler. cal 
362 7108  
Single apartment or can be occupied by two tor 
Spring SieillHl Cal 363-4628 
Oublian 2 badroom. 1112 bath, unfumran- 
ed are* oaota. el uaatea. except elednc 
avaattte Wain «■■!,. 364-8800  
81*11111 Emctoncy Apt , 216 Poe. No 80 
$185 unlurrxehed el utWae Included 
Avaaable Dec  18tauMay 16. 1987 
MNNY Kmvom. Care tor Barken In on* of 
aavaral Eaat or Waal tooMtona Room, board. 
(1204200 par aajak. Non^mokara preferred 
Cal for rntarvtaw LA PETITE MERE 
HBOOI-821-la-S 
SUBLEASE SPPANQ SEMESTER 2 badroom 
house $100 a rnonrj.11 Ctoee to campua Cal 
now. Darren. 363-7218 
TfaH) OP CAIr$>ua? 3 
aubtaaaa 3-peraon eportna 
free oatxe pool, greet Uceaon Cal daeperata 
graduaang   eerxor   lor   more   (xuilliaauii 
363-1081 
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STUDENT 
BOOK 
EXCHANGE 
OUR BOOK BUY BACK 
IN FULL SWING 
We pay top prices for used texts. 
We also pay top wholesale prices 
for current editions of books no 
longer being used on campus. The 
simple law of supply & demand, 
indicates that now is the best time 
to sell your used texts. 
Please do not wait until '87 to sell 
your books back. 
r err y (^hridtmad 
The staff at SBX would like to 
thank the faculty and students of 
B.G.S.U. for your continued pa- 
tronage and hope your holidays 
are enjoyable. 
Hurry! Don't Miss Out! 
530 E. Wooster 
Mon-Fri   9-5:30 
Sat  9-5 
VISA 
MASTERCARD 
C^ 9 
<^. 
W 
<»^K& 
